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ABSTRACT 
Radiation therapy (RT) is one of the most common treatments for cancer today. The goal with 

RT is to eradicate the tumor while sparing the normal tissue as much as possible. Delivery 

quality assurance in radiation therapy is important to verify that the delivered dose distribution 

and planned dose distributions do not deviate from each other. This can for example be 

performed with phantom dosimetry, where a phantom with detector diodes is irradiated to 

measure the delivered dose. 

The detector diodes used in dosimetry phantoms today have an angular dependence. This can 

be corrected for in some RT techniques. In RT techniques where irradiation comes from several 

different directions and axes, for example when irradiating head tumors, the angular 

dependence has to be reduced to give adequate measurement results.  

A novel isotropic cubic detector diode has been manufactured by ScandiDos AB. The design of 

this diode is optimized to decrease angular dependence. The angular dependence, 

reproducibility, stability and pulse repetition frequency dependence of this diode has been 

investigated in this thesis. It was also evaluated how the printed circuit board (PCB) affects the 

angular dependence.   

The results of angular dependence correlate well with previous experimental results from other 

authors. This thesis evaluated more angles than had been evaluated before and measurements 

were performed around more axes. It was clear that the angular dependence is better for the 

cubic diode and the other evaluated parameters were in acceptable ranges for the cubic diode 

to be used in dosimetry in RT. It was also concluded that the PCB affects the angular dependence 

significantly.  
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SAMMANFATTNING 
Strålterapi är en av de vanligaste behandlingarna för cancer idag. Målet med strålterapi är att 

utrota tumören samtidigt som normal vävnad bestrålas så lite som möjligt. Kvalitetssäkring av 

levererad dos i strålterapi är viktigt för att säkerställa att levererade dosfördelningar och 

planerade dosfördelningar inte avviker från varandra. Detta kan till exempel utföras med 

fantomdosimetri, där ett fantom med detektordioder bestrålas för att mäta den levererade 

dosen. 

Detektordioderna som används i dosimetri fantom idag har ett vinkelberoende. Detta kan 

korrigeras för vissa strålterapitekniker. I strålterapitekniker där strålningen kommer från flera 

olika riktningar och axlar, till exempel vid bestrålning av tumörer i huvudet, behövs ett minskat 

vinkelberoende för att ge adekvata mätresultat. 

En ny isotropisk, kubisk detektor-diod har tillverkats av ScandiDos AB. Designen av denna diod 

är optimerad för ett minskat vinkelberoende. Vinkelberoende, reproducerbarhet, stabilitet 

samt beroende av puls repetition frekvens av denna diod har undersökts i detta arbete. Det 

utvärderades också hur kretskort påverkar vinkelberoendet. 

Resultaten av vinkelberoende korrelerar bra med föregående experimentella resultat från 

andra författare. Detta projekt undersökte fler vinklar än vad som undersökts förut och 

mätningar utfördes runt fler axlar. Det var uppenbart att vinkelberoendet är bättre för den 

kubiska dioden och de andra undersökta parametrarna var inom acceptabla intervall för att 

den kubiska dioden ska kunna användas för dosimetri inom strålterapi. En slutsats var också 

att kretskortet påverkar vinkelberoendet signifikant.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Cancer is a leading cause of death in the world today and the number of deaths from cancer are 

predicted to rise in the following years  (1).  It is possible to cure the cancer or at least reduce 

the suffering of it. If the cancer is diagnosed at an early stage, the probability to cure it is greater. 

One of the most common treatments for cancer is radiation therapy (RT). RT can be used by 

itself or along with other treatments such as chemotherapy or surgery. In RT a linear 

accelerator (linac) (Figure 1.1) is used to accelerate electrons to the patient or to accelerate the 

electrons to a target and thus create photons which are directed to the patient. RT can also be 

performed with protons, neutrons and ions. These are all different types of ionizing radiation 

that kill the cancer cells by damaging their DNA directly or indirectly by creating free radicals 

within the cells which damage the DNA. If a cell’s DNA cannot be repaired it stops dividing or 

dies. Normal cells can also be damaged by ionizing radiation; therefore it is important to plan 

the treatment carefully. 

 

Figure 1.1 A linear accelerator (Source: www.medicalexpo.com, 2015) 

The aim of RT is to eradicate the tumor while sparing the normal tissue as much as possible. 

This means that a steep dose-gradient is needed. The modern RT techniques include intensity 

modulated radiation therapy, volumetric modulated arc therapy and stereotactic radiosurgery. 

In intensity modulated radiation therapy (IMRT), radiation beams from different fixed angles 

are combined with multileaf collimators (MLCs) (Figure 1.2) to modulate the beams and 

produce a steep dose gradient and a desired dose distribution. In volumetric modulated arc 

therapy (VMAT) a cone beam is rotated around the patient with dynamic MLCs and variable 

dose rates. Stereotactic radiosurgery (SRS) is a technique which delivers high doses very 

precisely targeted in only one or a few treatments. It is mostly used for small tumors in the 

brain. SRS includes radiation robotic therapy, where the CyberKnife is used and it also includes 

the Gamma Knife which is used to treat brain tumors. CyberKnife is a radio surgical system with 

a robotic arm (2). A linear accelerator is connected to the arm and it has six degrees of freedom 

and can irradiate the patient from many different directions. The Gamma Knife uses several 

cobalt-60 sources which are all focused to the tumor where all the beams intersect to eradicate 

http://www.medicalexpo.com/
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it. Each beam by itself is too weak to cause damage to the normal tissue.  With those modern RT 

techniques the treatment plans have become more complex and it is possible to deliver higher 

doses to the target while minimizing dose to healthy tissue. After a patient is diagnosed with 

cancer, a treatment planning system (TPS) is used to plan the treatment and for the dose to be 

optimized.  It is suggested that the dose delivered to the target should deviate less than 3% 

compared to the planned dose (2). There are many steps in the modern RT techniques where 

each step can be a source to uncertainty. More complex treatment plans requires an improved 

delivery quality assurance (QA) to compare delivered dose distributions and planned dose 

distributions. There are different ways to perform delivery QA. Measurements can be 

performed in vivo during the patient treatment or with the help of a phantom before the 

treatment, called pre-treatment verification (PTV). In PTV a phantom is used to measure the 3D 

dose distribution using the TPS for a specific plan. 

 

Figure 1.2 Multileaf collimators (Source: Varian, 2015) 

The work presented in this thesis was implemented at ScandiDos AB, a medical technology 

company working with delivery QA and dosimetry in modern RT. One of their products is a 

dosimetry phantom, Delta4 PT, which is used for PTV between dose planning and treatment 

with photon beams. This phantom consists of several detector diodes made of silicon. One 

limitation with silicon detectors is their angular dependence. With Delta4 PT it is possible to 

correct for the angular dependence in tomotherapy, which delivers radiation slice by slice, and 

in IMRT. In some other RT techniques, for example SRS, the patient can receive the radiation 

from many different angles, not just around one axis. When using these kinds of RT systems, a 

low angular dependence is required in delivery QA. Today, phantoms with radiographic film 

are used to measure delivery QA with these methods. This is inconvenient and time consuming. 

A novel cubic and hence more symmetric silicon detector diode than the one used in Delta4 PT 

has been designed and manufactured by ScandiDos AB and is optimized to minimize angular 

dependence.  

The purpose with this thesis was to perform several measurements to characterize this novel 

diode and compare it with the conventional silicon diode used today in Delta4 PT. Some 
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measurements had already been done by Norlin et al. (3), but only of 3 cubic detectors and more 

statistics were needed. There had only been measurements around one axis and with a limited 

range of angles to evaluate the angular dependence.  In this thesis more angles were measured 

and measurements were also performed along different axes. The main purpose was to 

investigate the angular dependence, but also other parameters were tested; reproducibility, 

stability and pulse repetition frequency dependence. It was also investigated how the printed 

circuit board (PCB) affect the angular dependence.  This thesis is a part of a feasibility study for 

detector diodes with decreased angular dependence intended to be used with RT techniques 

that are irradiating from many different angles.  

The first part of this thesis report consists of a description of the aim of the thesis followed by 

a brief theoretical background in dosimetry and semiconductors and a description of Delta4 PT. 

The following section will include a summary of the literature study and different attempts that 

has been reported to minimize angular dependence. After this the setup and experimental 

methods used in this thesis will be described followed by the result. Finally a discussion and 

conclusion will summarize the thesis.   
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2 AIM OF THESIS 
The objective of this thesis was to evaluate a new cubic detector diode manufactured by 

ScandiDos AB. The design of the diode is supposed to decrease the angular dependence. Some 

measurements of this diode had already been done by Norlin et al. (3) and according to that, 

the cubic diode has a better angular dependence than the conventional diode used in Delta4 PT. 

However in that article, only three cubic diodes were tested and more statistics were needed. 

The measurements were also limited by only measuring around one axis. Another aim of this 

thesis was to irradiate from even more angles and around more axes than before. Five 

conventional diodes of the type used in Delta4 PT today were used as reference diodes in the 

measurements. 

This thesis was divided into different parts: 

 A literature study was performed on isotropic detectors used for high energy photons 

to see what methods have been used to decrease angular dependence of the detectors.  

 

 A phantom was constructed that could be used in the measurements.  

 

 Measurements were performed to evaluate the diode. Following parameters were 

measured and compared to the reference diode: 

 

      1. Angular dependence 

      2. Reproducibility 

      3. Stability 

      4. Pulse repetition frequency dependence 

 

 A simulation of diodes bonded to PCB were compared with diodes isolated from PCB. 

2.1 DELIMITATIONS 
This thesis was a part of a bigger project and therefore some delimitations had to be done: 

 One of the aims of the thesis was to get more statistics of the cubic diodes. Only two flex 

panels were available. Each flex panel used could only fit eleven wedge bonded diodes, 

and two or three diodes on each flex panel were reference diodes, therefore only 17 

cubic diodes were bonded. One of them did not give any signal. This means that 16 cubic 

diodes were evaluated.   

 

 The measurements were performed with 6 megavolt (MV) and 10MV photon beams. No 

tests with cobalt (used for example in the Gamma Knife) were performed. 

 

 No tests have been performed with diodes bonded to the normal PCB. This was instead 

simulated by adding a PCB underneath a flex panel with diodes bonded to the flex panel. 
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3 THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

3.1 DOSIMETRY IN RADIATION THERAPY 
According to world health organization, WHO (1988), 

 

“Quality Assurance is concerned with all those procedures that ensure consistency of the 

medical prescription and the safe fulfilment of that prescription as regards dose to the 

target volume, together with minimal dose to normal tissue, minimal exposure of 

personnel, and adequate patient monitoring aimed at determining the end result of 

treatment.” 

 

Dosimetry is the measurement of radiation dose and it is an important part of the QA in RT. It 

can be performed pre-treatment or “in vivo”, during the treatment of the patient. In radiation 

therapy two methods of dosimetry are used (4);  

 Integral dosimetry of absorbed doses  

 Biological dosimetry 

Biological dosimetry measures the biological changes caused by radiation. This thesis is 

focusing on integral dosimetry of absorbed doses. The absorbed dose is the total energy 

absorbed per unit mass with the unit Gray (J kg -1) (5). Approximations of the absorbed dose 

distributions in the patient can be measured in different ways, e.g. with the help of ionization 

chambers, diodes, thermoluminiscent dosimeters (TLDs), polymer-gel and radiographic film (5, 

6). Overall, ionization chambers have been the most common dosimeters (2), but due to their 

large size they are not suitable in high dose gradient measurements were high spatial resolution 

is required (7). 

There are two types of dosimeters, active and passive. Active is used for real-time 

measurements and with a passive dosimeter the read-out is performed after the irradiation (8). 

In IMRT and VMAT the dose gradients in the dose distribution can be close to 3% mm-1 (9), 

which indicates that high spatial resolution of the detectors is very important. The detectors 

should thus be small. The small size is also a requirement to not perturb the radiation beam. To 

be tissue equivalent, materials with low atomic number should be used.  

3.2 CHARGED PARTICLE EQUILIBRIUM 
Figure 3.1 shows percentage depth dose curves for photons of different energies and field sizes. 

Dose maximum is at 100% of the dose and the region before this is called the build-up region. 

When a material is irradiated by photons, electrons are ejected from atoms by the delivery of 

energy from the photons. These electrons are called secondary electrons. The secondary 

electrons can in turn ionize other atoms and deliver dose. Charged particle equilibrium (CPE) 

exist when every charged particle of a specific energy and type, for example secondary 

electrons,  leaving a volume is replaced by an entering, exactly identical particle (5). If a 

homogenous material is irradiated by a photon beam, CPE occurs after the dose build-up region 

at dose maximum. In the dose build-up region, more and more secondary electrons are 

generated until reaching an equilibrium at maximum dose.  True CPE cannot be achieved in a 
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photon beam because of the attenuation. The numbers of secondary electrons that are 

generated are not constant with depth. There are more electrons generated closer to the 

surface, because of the decrease of photons by attenuation. The region after the dose maximum 

is called transient charged particle equilibrium (TCPE) because of this.   

 

Figure 3.1 Percentage Depth Dose curves for a cobolt-60 beam, and x-ray beams with 

different energies for 10cm x 10cm field size and one curve for 10MV x-ray beam with 

40cm x 40cm field size.  (Source: Handbook of radiotherapy physics, 2007) 

At the interface of two materials with different atomic number, CPE does not exist (5).  This is 

because materials with different atomic numbers generate different amount of secondary 

electrons. Because of the absence of CPE an under or over dosage can be generated at the 

interface and it will be more difficult to calculate the dose than for a homogenous material.  

The detector is normally made of another material than the medium it is placed in. To establish 

CPE, the size of the detector has to be equal to only a small fraction of the build-up depth (5). 

3.3 SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES 
When irradiated, semiconductors have a very high sensitivity (charge collected per unit of 

absorbed dose) relative to their volume. The sensitivity can be 18 000 times higher than for 

ionization chamber because of its greater density and smaller ionization energy (8). Because of 

this their volume can be reduced and they are small enough to satisfy the Bragg-Gray cavity 

theory which means that it minimizes the medium perturbation (8, 10). Cavity theory means 

that there is a relation between absorbed dose in the dosimeter and the absorbed dose in the 

medium where the dosimeter is placed (11).  
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The conditions that should be satisfied for the Bragg-Gray theory are (11):  

 The cavity (the dosimeters sensitive medium) must be smaller than the range of the 

charged particles incident the medium 

 The absorbed dose in the cavity comes from charged particles  

 No charged particles are produced inside the cavity 

Semiconductors are used for relative dosimetry, i.e. the measurements are normalized to 

reference conditions to relate the measurements to absolute dose (5). Absolute dose can be 

measured with an ionization chamber and is the direct measure of absorbed dose. 

Silicon diodes and transistors are two types of semiconductors used in radiation therapy 

dosimetry for photon and electron beams. Silicon is used in dosimetry rather than germanium 

because germanium has too high atomic number compared to atomic number of human tissue 

(8). All the components of the diode need to have low atomic number to minimize perturbations 

of the signal. The electric contacts are normally made of aluminum. 

Metal Oxide Semiconductor Field Effect Transistor (MOSFET) is a silicon based transistor that 

is used in RT dosimetry. MOSFETs have a small volume and therefore a very high spatial 

resolution and they also offer real time read out (10). MOSFETs are also dose rate independent 

and it is possible to compensate for temperature. They are especially efficient in regions with 

high dose gradients. MOSFETs are mostly used in in-vivo dosimetry and brachytherapy 

measurements. The drawbacks with MOSFETs are their limited lifetime; the linearity of the 

detector will decrease after a time (12) and they have lower sensitivity than diodes (8). 

Additionally, absorbed dose in MOSFETs cannot be read out in real-time, but only directly after 

use. Both silicon diodes and MOSFET detectors are close to tissue equivalent for MV radiation 

therapy dosimetry (10).  

Another semiconductor material is diamond which is a good choice of detector material when 

it comes to its effective atomic number, high sensitivity, spatial resolution and small angular 

dependence (13). The drawbacks with diamond is its large dose rate dependence, need of pre-

irradiation before daily use, different properties between individual detectors and slow 

response in time (7).  

3.3.1 SILICON DIODES 
This thesis is focusing on silicon diodes. In addition to its great sensitivity, silicon diodes also 

have good spatial resolution, real-time measurements and mechanical stability. Silicon diodes 

also have a tolerance against radiation damage up to 200 000 Gy compared to the tolerance of 

up to 200 Gy for the MOSFET (14). All  these properties makes diodes a good choice for 

measuring dose (4, 5). They also have up to 1 000 times quicker response time than ionization 

chambers (15). Diode detectors made of silicon have been used for dosimetry in radiation 

therapy since the 1960s (8) and since the 1980s they have increased in popularity because of 

the quick processing time and the higher sensitivity than other dosimeters (16).  Today they 

are one of the main tools in QA dosimetry (10).  

A silicon crystal consists of silicon atoms with four valence electrons and are bound together by 

covalent bindings (Figure 3.2 a). By doping the crystal material with impurities, it is possible to 
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change the electrical properties. The impurities can for example be phosphorus, arsenic (five 

valence electrons) or boron (three valence electrons) and depending on which impurity used, 

the crystal can get an excess of free electrons or holes, these are then called the majority carriers 

(Figure 3.2 b-c) (5). If there is an excess of electrons, the semiconductor will be an n-type, while 

if there is an excess of holes, it will be a p-type. A diode with a base (bulk) of p-doped material 

and n-doped material at the surface is a p-type diode, for an n-type diode it is the opposite (11). 

The p-type silicon diode is more common to use for dosimetry in radiation therapy because it 

is less affected by radiation damage.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 Silicon lattice. a) Silicon semiconductor without impurities b) silicon 

semiconductor with phosphorous impurities, n-type silicon with excess of electrons c) 

silicon semiconductor with boron impurities, p-type silicon with excess of holes. (Source: 

Physics of semiconductor devices, 2007)   

A silicon diode contains a p-n junction at the boundary between p-doped and n-doped materials 

were they are in direct contact (16). At the p-n junction a depletion layer is formed because 

electrons on the n-side migrate to the p-doped side and positively charged ions are left behind 

on the n-side.  In the same way, holes on the p-side migrate to the n-type side and negatively 

charged ions are left behind on the p-side. Over this layer there will be a built-in potential that 

will avoid further migration of majority carriers at equilibrium. The voltage difference is about 

0,7V for a silicon diode (17).  

Electron-hole pairs are created when the diode is exposed to ionizing radiation (16). Minority 

charge carriers (electrons at the p-doped side and holes at the n-doped side) are produced in 

the bulk material and migrate to the junction if the diffusion length is long enough so they do 

not recombine before they reach it. Due to the electric field and the intrinsic potential they are 

swept across the p-n junction and a current is generated which can be measured by the 

electrometer. Besides the current generated by the ionizing radiation, there is also an electrical 

leakage current because of the offset voltage from the electrometer. To produce electron-hole 

pairs in silicon, 3,6  eV is required on average. The band gap for silicon is 1,1 eV but some energy 

is delivered as kinetic energy to the electrons that are excited (17). The current that is generated 

is proportional to the dose rate and integration of the current will provide charge deposited 

and that is proportional to the absorbed dose in the diode. 

In silicon diodes, the main process is indirect recombination which means that the electron in 

the conduction band (the band that accepts electrons with enough energy from the valence 

band, these electrons behaves as free electrons) first is trapped in a recombination-generation 
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(RG) center in the energy gap that is caused by a defect. Then a hole in the valence band is also 

trapped and recombines with the electron (5). The sensitivity of the diode is related to the 

lifetime of a minority carrier. When radiation damage defects occurs by large doses, the 

minority carriers lifetime is shortened and thus the sensitivity of the diode is reduced (16).  The 

shorter lifetime of the carriers is due to increases in RG centers by accumulated dose. The 

variation of the sensitivity is reduced when the defect density increases, most diodes are 

therefore pre-irradiated before use. As can be seen in Figure 3.3, the sensitivity drops the most 

in the beginning and then it is more constant. A p-type detector have a smaller sensitivity drop 

with pre irradiation compared with n-type detectors (17). The reason for this is because the 

lifetime of electrons and holes differ due to a larger capture cross section for holes than for 

electrons in the RG centers. This means that if an n-type silicon diode is irradiated, more 

minority carriers occupies the RG centers than it would have done if a p-type diode is irradiated.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

To get high sensitivity, there should be a low doping level because a high level will cause more 

traps in the crystal and therefore the lifetime of minority carriers and their mean pathway will 

decrease and thus also the sensitivity of the detectors will decrease (18). But to get a linear 

response, a high doping level is important. So these two factors need to be taken into 

consideration when choosing doping level.  

Some limitations with silicon diodes is their dose rate dependence, angular dependence, energy 

dependence and sensitivity changes with repeated use (10). The energy dependence of silicon 

diodes is due to their higher atomic number than water and human tissue, resulting in silicon 

having a higher sensitivity to photons with low energy due to the higher photoelectric cross 

section (19). Silicon diodes are not used for calibration of the beam due to the radiation damage 

Figure 3.3 Sensitivity variation with accumulated dose. The graph shows the 

sensitivity variation with pre-irradiation dose. The white dots represent a p-type 

diode and the black dots represent an n-type diode. (Source: Rikner et al.) 
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after repeated use which causes a sensitivity drop (11). But with characterization, silicon diodes 

are a good detector to use as a relative dosimeter.  

Silicon diodes are used both as in-vivo dosimeters and for measurements in phantoms (11). 

When used in in-vivo, they need a build-up encapsulation chosen for the specific beam energy.  

3.4 CHARACTERIZATION OF SILICON DIODE DETECTORS 
There are some characteristics that a silicon diode detector must show in order to be 

practical; 

 Accuracy and precision    Accuracy and precision is the uncertainty of a 

measurement (11). In dosimetry, precision is the same as reproducibility and stability. 

Reproducibility can be estimated by looking at   the results from repeated, consecutive 

measurements with the same conditions. Stability can be estimated by performing the 

same type of measurements as for reproducibility, but with irradiation of the diodes 

between the measurements. The standard deviation of both the diodes and 

electrometer should be less than 1% (5). Accuracy is how close the expectation value is 

to the true value. 

 

 Linearity   The response of a detector should be linearly proportional to the dose. At 

some dose ranges, there is non-linearity (11). How the non-linearity looks like depends 

on what kind of dosimeter it is and its physical characteristics.  

 

 Dose per pulse dependence    Linear accelerators deliver dose in pulses. In one 

pulse there is a dose rate that determines the rate of charge generation. The effect of 

this is called dose per pulse dependence (DPPD) (16).  The pulse width multiplied with 

the instantaneous dose rate equals DPPD. When dose rate increases, also diode 

sensitivity increases (5) and therefore the diode sensitivity varies with source detector 

distance. DPPD can be reduced by pre-irradiation of the diode and it is better to use a 

p-type diode than n-type (10).  

 

 Energy dependence   The response of a dosimeter varies with the energy (11). 

Silicon diodes are not tissue equivalent for low photon energies because they have a 

higher atomic number than human tissue (5). The dosimeters are calibrated at specified 

energies but are used over a wider range of energies. This variation should be corrected 

for. 

   

 Angular dependence   The response of a detector will vary with the angle of 

incidence of the radiation beam. This is because of the shape of the diodes and how they 

are packaged. They are not always symmetrical, and can vary in shape in all directions 

(5). Angular independence is important because beams are detected from several 

directions. Materials with high atomic number should be avoided near the detector for 

a more uniform angular response (20). This will be covered more in detail in section 

3.5. 
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 Spatial resolution and physical size   The dosimeter should be small to allow 

determination of dose from a very small volume and thus give better spatial resolution. 

 

 Dose dependence   If a diode is irradiated for a long term, the sensitivity can be 

reduced as explained in section 3.3.1. The diffusion length of the electrons and holes 

will be reduced and thus there will be a reduction in sensitivity and an increase in dose-

rate dependence (5, 10). To reduce the dose dependence p-doped silicon rather than n-

doped silicon should be used and pre-irradiation of the diode is advisable (10). Pre-

irradiation is performed because it reduces the steep decrease in sensitivity for new 

diodes (Figure 3.3) (5).  

 

 Temperature dependence   There is an increase or decrease in sensitivity of the 

diodes with temperature because mobility of electrons and holes and their lifetime are 

temperature dependent. The temperature affects the energy of the charge carriers 

escaping from recombination (5, 10). The response is normally linear for detector 

diodes and can be reduced or eliminated by pre-irradiation (5). For commercial 

available diodes the change is between 0,02-0,28%/°C (10). 

Apart from the characteristics above, it is important for a radiation detector that is supposed 

to be used in a dosimetry phantom to have high signal to noise ratio, real time measurement, 

to be configurable in detector arrays and to be cost effective.  

3.5 ANGULAR DEPENDENCE 
As stated in section 3.4 diodes have an angular dependence, this is also the case for the diodes 

used in Delta4 PT. One of the reasons for angular dependence is the lack of symmetry of this 

diode (Figure 3.4). As can be seen, the p-n junction is close to one surface. Materials surrounding 

the diode will affect the result because of the generating of secondary electrons (8). Secondary 

electrons are detected by the diode and generate the signal. Depending on the atomic number 

of the material irradiated, different amount of secondary electrons are generated. This indicates 

that because of the asymmetric diode, the signal acquired will depend on the direction of the 

photon beam.    

 

Figure 3.4 Illustration of the conventional diode. (Source: Norlin et al.) 
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Another effect is backscattering of low energy electrons (21). This occurs at the interface of two 

different materials with low and high atomic number (20). The effect increases for higher 

atomic number of the lattermost one of the materials and for a greater angle of incidence. At 

this interface, CPE does not exist anymore. As stated in section 3.2, it is possible to establish 

CPE if the size of the detector is equal to only a small fraction of the build-up depth, which is the 

case for the detectors in Delta4 PT.  

Jursinic (2009)  concluded (20), that the angular dependence of diodes are not only due to the 

lack of symmetry in diode construction but also caused by the mounting of the diode on a circuit 

board, the circuit board itself and surrounding materials. He also concluded that the 

backscattering at an interface of two different materials with low and high atomic number can 

result in higher sensitivity of the diodes if materials with high atomic number are surrounding 

the diode as mentioned above. The dose at this interface consists of three parts: dose from 

backscattered photons, dose from backscattering of secondary electrons that originates from 

before the interface and dose from backscattering of secondary electrons that originates from 

after the interface (22).  
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4 SCANDIDOS DELTA4 PT 
Both IMRT and VMAT use complex dose plans that require verification before treating the 

patient. Some diode phantoms exist that can be used for QA for such plans (23).  Delta4 PT 

(Figure 4.1) is a body phantom manufactured by ScandiDos AB. It can be used for phantom 

dosimetry QA in IMRT, arc therapy and tomotherapy with photon beams. Delta4 PT consists of 

1069 p-doped silicon x-ray detector diodes in arrays on four printed circuit boards (24). Those 

circuit boards are orthogonal to each other in a cross section and positioned inside a cylinder 

phantom made of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA). The detection area per plane is 20 x 20 

cm and in the central 6 x 6 cm the distance between the diodes is 0,5 cm while in the rest of the 

area the distance is 1,0 cm. The whole cylinder is 22 cm in diameter and the length is 40 cm. 

The sensitive volume of the diode is cylindrical and has an area of 0,78 mm2 and is 0,05 mm 

thick. At the end of the detector planes there are electrometers that receive the signal. 

 

Figure 4.1 Delta4 PT Phantom by ScandiDos AB (Source: Norlin et al.) 

With the help of an interpolation algorithm, the dose at points with no detectors can be 

estimated and the dose can be calculated in three-dimensions (3D) (25).  Four-dimensional 

(4D) dose distribution is possible because the measured dose is recorded after a trigger signal 

from the accelerator is received before individual accelerator pulses (26). It is thus possible to 

get the total dose distribution from one measurement or to get the dose distribution segment 

by segment or beam by beam because each diode is sampled per beam pulse (25). 

The device imports the treatment plan, and it could also import the patient structures to use for 

evaluation. The results can be presented in different ways. These are as distance-to-agreement 

(DTA) maps, dose difference maps, gamma values, or “as-delivered” dose to the computed 

tomography (CT) images (25). These are described more in detail by Low (2010) (9) and 

Hussein et al. (2013) (27).   

The dose difference between planned and delivered dose is suggested to be less than 3 % (2). 

The dose distribution in Delta4 PT will not be the same as in the patient because of different 

shapes and heterogeneities. But it is possible to compare the dose distribution in the phantom 

using the same plan as for the patient with the dose distribution in the treatment plan calculated 

for the phantom.  
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4.1 ANGULAR DEPENDENCE OF DELTA4 PT 
The detector arrays in Delta4 PT are angular dependent, but because the beam angles are 

known, this can be corrected for with correction factors. This is possible because inclinometers 

are used to determine the angle of the beam. But there still is some uncorrected angular 

dependence (25).  

Delta4 PT is intended to be used from head and neck down to pelvis and hence irradiated 360° 

around one axis. But in some RT techniques, especially those used for brain tumors, irradiation 

can come from almost any direction and thus the detector diodes in the phantom have to be 

able to be irradiated around more axes and a low angular dependence is more important. 

4.2 A NOVEL CUBIC DIODE 
A novel cubic detector diode has been produced by ScandiDos to improve angular 

independence (Figure 4.2). It is more symmetric than the conventional diode since it has p-n 

junctions on all sides of the cube (3). Aluminum contacts are placed on one side of the cubic 

diode.  

 

Figure 4.2 Illustration of the cubic diode showing a) top view, b) and c) cross sections 

(Source: Norlin et al.) 

The cubic diode has two different dimensions, one with a side of 300 µm and one with a side of 

410 µm. They were manufactured with a micromachining process, featuring deep reactive ion 

etching (DRIE) of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) substrates. Norlin et al. (2014) describe the 

manufacturing process more in detail (3). 

The conventional diode has the dimensions 1,2 x 1,2 x 0,1 mm. Hence the novel cubic diode is 

much smaller and enables better spatial resolution. The small size will also provide more 

detector diodes per wafer area in the manufacturing process (3). 
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5 LITERATURE REVIEW 
To decrease angular dependence in dosimetry, different methods have been applied. A 

literature review has been performed and this section includes a summary of it.  

Westermark et al. (1999) (13) used two silicon diodes glued together with their sensitive 

volume facing each other. This showed decreased angular dependence compared with the 

single diode in the article and increased sensitivity but it also showed increased energy 

dependence because of higher sensitivity to photons with low energy. This construction is not 

practical when many diodes are needed (3). The reason why a single diode has more angular 

dependence is explained due to asymmetry and the p-n junction close to one surface.  

Several authors have tried the same face-to-face method but with MOSFETs instead. Hardcastle 

et al. (2010) (28) evaluated two MOSFETs combined face-to-face to be used for in vivo 

dosimetry for prostate tumors. They did measurements around two axes (azimuth and polar). 

The result showed an angular dependence within  ±2,5 % for the azimuth axis and between             

-2,5 % and +4 % for the polar axis (28).  

As mentioned in the section 3.3, diamond is a semiconductor material with low angular 

dependence. But some of its weaknesses is its large dose rate dependence and the need of pre-

irradiation on a daily basis (7). Rustgi (1995) (29) investigated the characteristics of the 

diamond detector. The result of angles between ±135° showed an increased response of up to 

2 % for cobalt 60 photons, 6 MV photons and 18 MV photons. Westermark et al. (1999) (13) 

also evaluated the angular dependence of diamond detectors and the result of these 

measurements were also a very low angular dependence compared to other dosimetry systems. 

In an evaluation of angular dependence of surface diodes, Jursinic (2009) (20) performed 

measurements on a few silicon diodes. Some of them had a copper plane on the back side of the 

circuit board and those diodes had a much larger angular dependence than the ones without a 

copper plane. But there was still some angular dependence without the copper plane and this 

was suggested to be due to the asymmetry of the diode structure. A thin copper disk was added 

to the front of the diodes to see if the low energy electrons scattered from this disk could balance 

the ones scattered from the asymmetric diode. It was found that this could to some level 

compensate for the asymmetry of the diode. This evaluation implies that the angular 

dependence of the diode is not just due to the asymmetry of the diode but also due to the 

mounting on the circuit board.      

Barbés et al. (2014) (15) introduced a new spherical detector diode, with sensitive volume of 

1,8 mm in diameter, for dosimetry in RT. This diode showed a lower angular dependence than 

planar diodes. Measurements were performed around three axes and the result was a 

difference of 3 %, 6 % and 7 % between maximum response and minimum response for the 

different axes. It was concluded that the diode could be appropriate to use for in vivo dosimetry 

and QA for modalities that uses beams irradiating from multiple angles. 

Some evaluation of the new cubic diode manufactured by ScandiDos described in this thesis has 

already been done by Norlin et al. (2014) (3). However, in this article only three cubic diodes 

were compared to a standard diode and more measurements were needed. The results of this 
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article was that in the range of ±30° the two cubic diodes that showed the best result had a 

variation in signal of  ±0,5 % and ±0,6 % respectively while the result for the reference diode 

was ±3,3 %. But one of the cubic diodes deviated from the other two and had a variation in 

signal of ±1,6 %. The cubic diodes were also evaluated for a wider range of beam angles, from -

30° to 195°. In this range the results of the cubic diodes were; ±1,3 %, ±1,6 % and ±3,4 %. 
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6 MEASUREMENT EQUIPMENT AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 
The first part of this section will describe the bonding of diodes to flex panels. The second part 

will describe how the phantom is constructed. 

6.1 DIODE BONDING 
Diodes were mounted on flex panels with glue (Epotek H70S) and ultrasonic wedge bonding, 

this was performed by Mandalon Technologies AB. The flex panels were made of polyethylene 

and they were thinner than 1 mm in order to minimize influence on the measurement and 

isolate the diodes from the normal PCB used in Delta4 PT, which also affect angular dependence 

due to the materials with high atomic number. The flex panels had the possibility to either 

wedge bond eleven diodes or flip chip ten diodes. Flip chip means that solder bumps are added 

to the wafer and matching pads are placed at the circuit board and they are connected to each 

other. With flip chip the diodes are closer to the PCB and it will be more affected by materials 

with high atomic number. Wedge bonding was used in this thesis. This is also the technique 

used to bond the diodes in the Delta4 PT. In wedge bonding an ultrasonic transversal force is 

transmitted which produces a mechanical scrubbing action. This will create a bond between the 

wire and the bond pad. Bond pads made of gold were placed 2,3 mm away from the diode 

instead of next to it in order to minimize perturbations of the measurements. An aluminum wire 

with a diameter of 25,4 µm (1mil) was used to connect the contacts with the gold pads because 

this material has low atomic number, and thus, perturbations of the measurements were 

minimized.    

Because of the flexibility and the thin material of the flex panel, the bonding of the diodes 

performed by Mandalon Technologies AB was not trivial. The aluminum wire had to be bonded 

manually to the diode first, shown in Figure 6.1 and then the diode was glued to the flex panel 

and the other ends of the wires were wedge bonded to the gold pads.  

 Figure 6.1 Diodes with aluminum wires attached 
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The cubic diodes used in this thesis have the dimensions of 410 µm on each side. Some diodes 

of the type used in Delta4 PT were also bonded to the flex panels. These were supposed to be 

used as reference diodes. The dimension of these diodes are 1,2 x 1,2 x 0,1 mm.  

Two flex panels were used in this thesis, flex panel 1 and flex panel 2. Eleven diodes were 

bonded to each flex panel. On flex panel 1 (Figure 6.2), eight cubic diodes and three reference 

diodes were bonded. There were only 7 of the cubic diode that gave response. The diodes on 

flex panel 1 will be called cube 1-7 and reference 1-3 in this thesis. The reference diodes were 

spread out on the flex panel with two cubic diodes between each of them. On this flex panel, all 

the diodes were faced and orientated the same way, which will be called orientation 1 in this 

thesis, with the contacts faced upwards.  

 

Figure 6.2 An illustration of flex panel 1, with eight cubic diodes and three reference 

diodes (not made to scale). The arrow shows the axis of irradiation. The red circle 

represents the anode and the black square represents the cathode. One of the cubic 

diodes did not give any signal, this diode is crossed in this figure. 

On flex panel 2 (Figure 6.3), nine cubic diodes and two reference diodes were bonded, called 

cube 8-16 and reference 4-5. The cubic diodes on this flex panel were mounted in different 

orientations and faced in different ways. Three cubic diodes were rotated 45° clockwise 

(orientation 2) compared to the orientation on flex panel 1 and two were rotated 45° counter-

clockwise (orientation 3), seen from above. Two cubic diodes were tipped over and the side 

were the contacts are placed were facing away from the electrometers (orientation 4) and two 

diodes were orientated in the same way as on flex panel 1 (orientation 1). The purpose of this 

was to measure around several axes and more angles. Figure 6.4 shows magnified images of one 

diode of each orientation bonded to the flex panel. 

 

Figure 6.3 An illustration of flex panel 2, with nine cubic diodes and two reference diodes 

(not made to scale). The arrow shows the axis of irradiation. The red circle represents the 

anode and the black square represents the cathode. 
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The distance between each diode was 2 cm. Black glob top (Epoxy 509FM-1) was placed on top 

of the diodes to protect from light and mechanical strains (Figure 6.5).  After the bonding the 

forward voltage of the diodes was measured to make sure they were working properly. 

 

Figure 6.5 The flex panel with the diodes covered with black glob top 

6.2 PHANTOM 
Flex panel 1 was attached with glue to a slice of PMMA to stabilize it and the thickness of the 

PMMA was chosen to make sure that the sensitive part of the diodes was placed at isocenter 

during the measurements. This is important to certify that the photon beam is traversing equal 

amount of PMMA from all directions. PMMA is close to water in effective atomic number and 

electron density (5). Hence it is similar to biological tissue in the way x-rays interact with the 

material.  

One of the measurements simulated the diodes bonded to a PCB used in Delta4 PT because the 

PCB is also affecting the angular dependence. This was performed by adding a PCB without 

diodes between flex panel 2 and the PMMA slice. When this measurement was completed, the 

PCB was removed and the flex panel was attached to the PMMA as with flex panel 1. On top of 

both flex panels, another PMMA slice was placed with holes of 0,8 cm were the diodes are 

positioned. 

Figure 6.4 Magnified images of one diode of each orientation bonded to the flex 

panel. From left to right: orientation 1, orientation 2, orientation 3, orientation 4 

and the reference diode. 
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The PMMA slice with the flex panel was placed in the center of the main unit used for the Delta4 

PT phantom. The main unit consists of two PMMA boards sprayed with conductive graphite 

spray to shield the electronics. In between those, the PCBs with diodes are placed and these are 

then connected to electrometers which measures the current. Normally when using Delta4 PT, 

two PCBs are positioned on each side of the center PCB.  These spaces where filled out with 

other PMMA slices with the right size to fill out all the extra space (Figure 6.6). The top board of 

the main unit was then placed on top and the whole main unit was placed in the Delta4 PT 

phantom (Figure 6.7). The main unit passes through the diameter of the Delta4 PT phantom. 

Orthogonal to the main unit there are space for the wing units which consists of more diodes. 

There are two wing units, separated so that the main unit can pass between them. Where the 

wing units were supposed to be placed in the phantom (Figure 6.7), other PMMA slabs were 

positioned. The diameter of the phantom was measured to confirm that it was 22 cm all around.  

 

Figure 6.6 To the left: The flex panel placed in the main unit with transparent PMMA 

slices under and above and black PMMA slices on the sides. To the right: The flex panel 

in the main unit with the top board on top. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 Delta4 PT phantom. Arrow 1 shows where the main unit is placed in the 

phantom. Arrows 2 and 3 shows where the wing units are placed. 

1
2

3
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The optimal phantom for measurements of angular dependence would have a radius that is 

equal to the depth of dose maximum for the energy used. This is because the dose gradient is 

smallest there and errors due to uncertainties in exact positioning of the diodes would be 

reduced. Figure 3.1 shows depth dose curves for different energies and field sizes. The dose 

maximum is at a depth of a few centimeters for these energies. Because the Delta4 PT phantom 

is used in these measurements and it has a radius of 11 cm this has to be accounted for. The 

measurements are performed after dose maximum and the dose gradient there is at least 

smaller than the dose gradient in the build-up region before the dose maximum. 
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7 METHODS AND MEASUREMENTS 
All the measurements were carried out at the oncology department at the University Hospital 

in Uppsala (Akademiska sjukhuset). Two identical linear accelerators of the type Elekta Synergy 

with photon beams were used. The phantom was placed in a frame on the treatment couch were 

it was possible to rotate it and place the diodes in a specific way (Figure 7.1). The electrometers 

were facing away from the gantry. Only half of the phantom (180°) was measured at a time to 

isolate angular dependence by avoiding attenuation from the couch. When the phantom was 

positioned in the frame, the gantry was rotated from -90° to 90° (Figure 7.2) and when the other 

half of the phantom was irradiated, the phantom was rotated 180° in the frame.  

When measuring the diode, 0° corresponds to irradiation from the top side of the diode, 

perpendicular to the flex panel. To position the phantom so that the diodes were exactly in 

isocenter and the phantom in a perfect straight line, the laser system of the linear accelerator 

and the field light were used.  The source surface distance (SSD) was measured with help from 

the SSD measuring system of the linear accelerator. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.1 Setup of the phantom at measurements. 

0° 

-90° 90° 

        Gantry 

0° 

-90° 90° 

        Gantry 

Figure 7.2 A simple drawing of a diode on a flex panel placed inside the phantom. 

The phantom is placed in a frame at the couch and the gantry is rotating around 

it between -90° and 90°. The left figure shows the setup for measuring 0° to 180° of 

the diode and the right figure shows the setup for measuring  -180° to 0°. 
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7.1 REPRODUCIBILITY 
To characterize the precision of the diodes, a reproducibility test was performed of all the 

diodes before the other tests. This was to confirm that the diodes gave approximately the same 

signal for repeated measurements with the same settings and conditions. Three consecutive 

measurements were performed from the same angle of the gantry which corresponds to 0° at 

the diodes. The settings of the linac are shown in Table 7.1. When measuring cubic diodes 1-4 

and 8-12 and reference diodes 1-2 and 4, the center of the radiation field were placed between 

reference diode 1 and cubic diode 3 for flex panel 1 and between cube 10 and reference 4 for 

flex panel 2. When measuring cubic diodes 5-7 and 13-16 and reference diodes 3 and 5 the 

center of the radiation field were placed at reference diode 3 at flex panel 1 and at cubic diode 

14 at flex panel 2. 6 MV was used as the energy of the photon beams because that is a common 

energy used in RT. For tumors in the brain 6 MV is the most appropriate energy because of the 

depth of the tumor. It is the only energy that can be used with CyberKnife. Monitor units (MU) 

is the measure of linac output. 1 MU=1 cGy at a specific depth and with a specific field size.  

Table 7.1 Linac settings for reproducibility measurements 

Field size 25 cm x 25 cm 
Monitor Units 50 MU 
Photon beam energy 6 MV 
SSD 89 cm 

 

7.2 STABILITY 
During each measuring occasion, the stability was tested. This was performed when measuring 

the positive angles of the diodes. After every 90° and 180° measured in the angular dependence 

test, a measurement of 0° was performed to make sure that the diodes were stable for a longer 

time period after receiving some dose. This was performed because the cubic diodes were not 

pre-irradiated and thus they have a fast sensitivity drop with accumulated dose in the beginning 

of the use as can be seen in Figure 3.3. With these measurements it could thus be investigated 

if there was a large drop during a measurement or not. These measurements were performed 

with the same linac settings as the rest of the irradiations of angular dependence presented in 

Table 7.3.    

7.3 PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE 
To measure the Pulse Repetition Frequency (PRF) dependence two measurements were 
performed with the same angle of the gantry (0° of the diode), but with different dose rates, 

while dose per pulse remains constant. The center of the radiation field was set to the diode 

placed in the middle of the flex panel to make sure all the diodes were covered by the field. One 

measurement was performed with the PRF 400 Hz and one with 25 Hz. The settings of the linac 

for these measurements are shown in Table 7.2. Because the reference diodes have a much 

lower sensitivity than the cubic diodes, PRF measurements of the reference diodes was 

performed separately with a higher gain. Only the reference diodes on flex panel 2 were tested 

for PRF dependency.  
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Table 7.2 Linac settings for PRF dependency measurements 

Field size 25 cm x 25 cm 
Monitor Units 200 MU 
Photon beam energy 6 MV 
SSD 89 cm 

 

7.4 ANGULAR DEPENDENCE 
All the angular dependence measurements were performed by irradiating 360° around one axis 

of the flex panel (Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3). The phantom was positioned with the top of the 

diode at gantry angle 90° for the measurements of negative angles (Figure 7.3) of the diode and 

at -90° for the measurement of the positive angles as illustrated in Figure 7.2. The gantry was 

then rotated between -90° to 90° with different increments. At angles were more deviations 

occurred, for example were peaks existed, the increments were smaller while at angles were 

the response was more or less constant, it was larger. The settings of the linac for these 

measurements are shown in Table 7.3. The field size was 15 cm x 15 cm because that is a 

common field size in RT and it covered half of the diodes on one flex panel. Therefore 5-6 diodes 

were measured at a time. When measuring cubic diodes 1-4 and 8-12 and reference diodes 1-2 

and 4, the center of the radiation field was placed between reference diode 1 and cubic diode 3 

for flex panel 1 and between cubic diode 10 and reference diode 4 for flex panel 2. When 

measuring cubic diodes 5-7 and 13-16 and reference diodes 3 and 5 the center of the radiation 

field were placed at reference diode 3 at flex panel 1 and at cubic diode 14 at flex panel 2.  

Table 7.3 Linac settings for angular dependence measurements 

Field size 15 cm x 15 cm 
Monitor Units 20 MU 
Photon beam energy 6 MV and 10 MV 
SSD 89 cm 

 

As mentioned in section 7.1, photon beams with the energy of 6 MV is common in RT and 

therefore used in these measurements. Photon energies of 10 MV was also used in the angular 

dependence measurements to get result from a higher energy too. As mentioned in section 6.1, 

the cubic diodes were positioned in different orientations on flex panel 2 to get results of 

angular dependence from different axes and angles (Figure 6.2 and Figure 6.3).  
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Figure 7.3 A drawing of a cubic diode (orientation 1) mounted on the flex panel. The 

big arrow shows the axis of irradiation. It also shows the aluminum wires (blue) 

connected from the contacts of the diode to the pad on the flex panel. All the diodes 

had the aluminum wires connected to pads at -90°. 

7.5 IMPACT OF PCB ON ANGULAR DEPENDENCE 
An angular dependence measurement was also performed of flex panel 2 when the flex panel 

had a PCB underneath to simulate a measurement of diodes bonded to the PCB used in Delta4 

PT. This was then compared with the result from measurement of the same flex panel without 

the PCB.  The same settings as in Table 7.3 were used. Less angles were tested in this 

measurement than in the other angular dependence measurements because this measurement 

was only performed to evaluate the impact of PCB. 
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8 RESULTS 
This section includes the results from all the measurements. One cubic diode bonded to the first 

flex panel did not generate any signal and was probably broken. This diode is not presented in 

this result section. There was also a cubic diode bonded to the first flex panel that generated a 

negative signal (cube 7) and this is probably because the aluminum wires used in the bonding 

were switched between the anode and cathode. This does not affect the performance of the 

detector and thus this detector is a part of the result but the signal is changed to be positive in 

the graphs and tables. 

8.1 REPRODUCIBILITY 
Table 8.1 and Table 8.1 show the standard deviation (SD) in percent of the mean value for the 

three consecutive signals from each diode. This indicates the precision of each diode. The mean 

of all these values for the cubic diodes is 0,106 % and 0,62 % for the reference diodes. The 

response from the measurements can be found in appendix D.  

Table 8.1 Reproducibility, cubic diodes 

Diode standard deviation % 

Cube 1 0,176 

Cube 2 0,241 

Cube 3 0,196 

Cube 4 0,104 

Cube 5 0,077 

Cube 6 0,014 

Cube 7 0,167 

Cube 8 0,147 

Cube 9 0,013 

Cube 10 0,080 

Cube 11 0,080 

Cube 12 0,029 

Cube 13 0,089 

Cube 14 0,055 

Cube 15 0,063 

Cube 16 0,159 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8.2 Reproducibility reference diodes 

Diode standard deviation % 

Reference 1 1,17 

Reference 2 0,57 

Reference 3 0,26 

Reference 4 0,85 

Reference 5 0,26 
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8.2 STABILITY 
Table 8.3 and Table 8.4 show the responses of the three measurements normalized to response 

1 in the same measurement in the stability test for each detector diode when irradiating with 

6MV photon beams. The standard deviation in percent of the mean value of the three 

measurements is also shown. Table 8.5 and Table 8.6 show the same as Table 8.3 and Table 8.4 

but for 10 MV photon beams. All the responses from the stability measurements can be found 

in appendix E. 

Table 8.3 Stability, cubic diodes, 6 MV 

Diode 

Response 1 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) 

Response 2 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) 

Response 3 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) SD(%) 

Cube 1 100 99,81 100,03 0,12 

Cube 2 100 99,90 100,05 0,08 

Cube 3 100 100,21 100,41 0,20 

Cube 4 100 100,20 100,15 0,10 

Cube 5 100 99,51 100,17 0,34 

Cube 6 100 99,75 99,81 0,13 

Cube 7 100 99,46 99,37 0,34 

Cube 8 100 100,49 99,42 0,54 

Cube 9 100 100,55 99,91 0,35 

Cube 10 100 100,38 100,04 0,21 

Cube 11 100 100,42 100,04 0,23 

Cube 12 100 100,20 99,76 0,22 

Cube 13 100 100,16 99,49 0,35 

Cube 14 100 100,19 99,69 0,25 

Cube 15 100 99,75 99,29 0,36 

Cube 16 100 99,88 99,54 0,24 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 8.4 Stability, reference diodes, 6 MV 

Diode 

Response 1 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) 

Response 2 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) 

Response 3 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) SD(%) 

Reference 1 100 100,34 100,99 0,50 

Reference 2 100 100,42 100,35 0,22 

Reference 3 100 99,79 100,50 0,36 

Reference 4 100 100,87 100,00 0,50 

Reference 5 100 100,79 99,40 0,70 
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Table 8.5 Stability, cubic diodes, 10 MV 

Diode 

Response 1 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) 

Response 2 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) 

Response 3 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) SD (%) 

Cube 1 100 99,91 100,47 0,30 

Cube 2 100 99,29 100,47 0,59 

Cube 3 100 99,91 99,95 0,05 

Cube 4 100 99,99 100,14 0,08 

Cube 5 100 99,60 99,75 0,20 

Cube 6 100 99,86 99,79 0,11 

Cube 7 100 99,85 99,79 0,11 

Cube 8 100 99,55 99,43 0,30 

Cube 9 100 99,69 99,81 0,16 

Cube 10 100 99,74 99,96 0,14 

Cube 11 100 100,15 100,26 0,13 

Cube 12 100 99,51 99,39 0,32 

Cube 13 100 99,90 100,12 0,11 

Cube 14 100 100,14 99,98 0,08 

Cube 15 100 100,06 100,10 0,05 

Cube 16 100 100,00 99,92 0,04 

 

Table 8.6 Stability, reference diodes 10 MV 

Diode 

Response 1 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) 

Response 2 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) 

Response 3 
normalized to 
response 1 (%) 

SD 
(%) 

Reference 1 100 98,81 101,09 1,14 

Reference 2 100 99,03 100,52 0,76 

Reference 3 100 99,99 99,79 0,12 

Reference 4 100 99,60 100,51 0,46 

Reference 5 100 100,33 99,82 0,26 

 

 

8.3 PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE 
The pulse repetition frequency is shown for the cubic and reference diodes in Table 8.7 and 

Table 8.8. They show the percentage difference between the two measurements with PRF  

25 Hz and 400 Hz. All the responses from the PRF measurements can be found in appendix F. 
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Table 8.7 PRF dependence, cubic diodes 

Diode 

Percentage 
difference of 25 Hz 
and 400 Hz 

Cube 1 1,85 

Cube 2 2,23 

Cube 3 2,27 

Cube 4 2,25 

Cube 5 -1,04 

Cube 6 -0,48 

Cube 7 -0,09 

Cube 8 -0,89 

Cube 9 0,26 

Cube 10 -0,49 

Cube 11 0,16 

Cube 12 -0,37 

Cube 13 0,15 

Cube 14 -0,01 

Cube 15 0,05 

Cube 16 0,25 

 

8.4 ANGULAR DEPENDENCE 

8.4.1 VARIATION BETWEEN CUBIC DIODES  
Following graphs show the angular dependence of all the diodes on flex panel 1. It can be seen 

in these graphs how the cubic diodes varies and differ from each other. On this flex panel all the 

cubic diodes are oriented in the same way (orientation 1). Figure 8.1 shows the angular 

dependence of all the diodes on flex panel 1when irradiated by 6MV photon beams. Figure 8.2 

shows the same as previous graph but only the cubic diodes are shown. Figure 8.3 shows the 

angular dependence of all the diodes on flex panel 1 when irradiated by 10 MV photon beams 

and Figure 8.4 shows only the cubic diodes of the same measurement. All the responses from 

the angular dependence measurements of flex panel 1 can be found in appendix A. 

The phantom was rotated 180° when measuring the opposite side of the diodes and these 

measurements were sometimes performed at different occasions, with different linacs and with 

different electrometers. Therefore, the results show each signal normalized to the signal of 0° 

when the same side of the phantom was measured. Table 8.9 and Table 8.10 show the lowest 

and highest response of each diode normalized to the response at 0° and the percentage 

difference between them for 6 MV and 10 MV respectively.  

Table 8.8 PRF dependence, reference diodes 

Diode 

Percentage  
difference of 25 Hz and  
400 Hz 

Reference 4 1,05 

Reference 5 1,02 
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Figure 8.1 Angular dependence of all diodes on flex panel 1 irradiated with 6 MV in 
360°. The dashed lines represent the reference diodes.  

 

Figure 8.2 Angular dependence of the cubic diodes on flex panel 1, irradiated with 6 MV 

in 360°. 
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Table 8.9 Difference between responses on flex panel 1, 6 MV 

Diode 

lowest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

highest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

difference in 
percentage 

Cube 1 99,58 102,54 2,96 

Cube 2 99,36 103,36 3,99 

Cube 3 99,58 102,49 2,91 

Cube 4 99,41 102,34 2,93 

Cube 5 99,24 102,60 3,36 

Cube 6 99,06 102,69 3,64 

Cube 7 98,43 102,11 3,68 

Reference 1 91,79 104,03 12,24 

Reference 2 92,29 102,58 10,28 

Reference 3 92,24 100,95 8,71 

 

 

 

Figure 8.3 Angular dependence of all diodes om flex panel 1, irradiated with 10 MV in 
360°. The dashed lines represent the reference diodes. 
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Figure 8.4 Angular dependence of the cubic diodes on flex panel 1, irradiated with 10 
MV in 360°. 

 

Table 8.10 Difference between responses on flex panel 1, 10 MV 

Diode 

lowest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

highest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

difference in 
percentage 

Cube 1 99,53 101,50 1,98 

Cube 2 99,10 101,76 2,66 

Cube 3 99,16 101,79 2,63 

Cube 4 99,21 102,00 2,79 

Cube 5 99,32 102,48 3,16 

Cube 6 99,40 102,19 2,79 

Cube 7 98,73 101,82 3,09 

Reference 1 92,68 104,04 11,36 

Reference 2 92,88 102,18 9,30 

Reference 3 93,94 100,06 6,13 

 

8.4.2 VARIATION BETWEEN DIFFERENT ORIENTATIONS OF DIODES 
The following graphs show the mean value of the reference diodes and of all the different 

orientations of cubic diodes. In these graphs it can be seen how the signals of the diodes with 

different orientations varies and differ from each other. Figure 8.5 shows the result for 6 MV 

and Figure 8.6 shows the result for 10 MV. Table 8.11 and Table 8.12 show the lowest and 
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highest response of each diode orientation normalized to the response at 0° and the percentage 

difference between them. All the responses from the angular dependene measurements of flex 

panel 1 can be found in appendix A and all the responses from flex panel 2 can be found in 

appendix B. 

 

Figure 8.5 Angular dependence of the different orientations when irradiated with 6 MV 

photon beams. The dashed line represents the reference diodes.  
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Table 8.11  Difference between responses of different orientations, 6 MV 

Orientation 

lowest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

highest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

difference in 
percentage 

Orientation 1 99,15375 102,0277 2,873938 

Orientation 2 99,12076 102,3594 3,238642 

Orientation 3 97,83478 101,7445 3,909736 

Orientation 4 99,02371 101,6485 2,624786 

Reference diodes 91,19557 101,6279 10,43234 
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Figure 8.6 Angular dependence of the different orientations when irradiated with 10 

MV photon beams. The dashed line represents the reference diodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

8.4.3 IMPACT OF PCB 
The following graphs show the impact from PCB on angular dependence. Because it could be 

seen in sections 8.4.1 and 8.4.2 that all the cubic diodes are following the same pattern and are 

systematic, a mean value of all the cubic diodes and reference diodes respectively on flex panel 

2 are presented in the following graphs. The lines with lighter colors and dots at start and end 

show the mean value when PCB is attached underneath the flex panel and the darker colors 

show the mean value when the PCB is absent.  Figure 8.7 shows the result for 6 MV photon 

beams and Figure 8.8 shows the result for 10 MV photon beams. Table 8.13 and Table 8.14 show 

the lowest and highest response of the diodes normalized to the response at 0° and the 

percentage difference between them. All the responses of angular dependence with PCB 

attached to flex panel 2 can be found in appendix C. The responses of flex panel 2 without PCB 

can be found in appendix B. 
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Table 8.12  Difference between responses of different orientations, 10 MV 

Orientation 

lowest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

highest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

difference in 
percentage 

Orientation 1 99,43497 101,6356 2,200592 

Orientation 2 99,21293 102,0878 2,874834 

Orientation 3 99,10207 102,0194 2,917344 

Orientation 4 99,14333 101,8253 2,681971 

Reference diodes 93,60104 101,2866 7,685553 
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Figure 8.7 The mean value of all cubic diodes and of all reference diodes on flex panel 2 

when irradiated by 6 MV. The dashed lines represent reference diodes and the lines with 

lighter colors and a dot at start and end represents the diodes with a PCB underneath. 

 

 

Figure 8.8 The mean value of all cubic diodes and of all reference diodes on flex panel 2 

when irradiated by 10 MV. The dashed lines represent reference diodes and the lines 

with lighter colors and a dot at start and end represents the diodes with a PCB 

underneath. 
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Table 8.13 Difference between response with and without PCB, 6 MV 

Diodes 

lowest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

highest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

difference in 
percentage 

Cubic diodes 98,66 101,17 2,50 

Cubic diodes, PCB 89,41 100,69 11,28 

Reference diodes 91,20 100,52 9,32 

Reference diodes, PCB 82,63 100,81 18,18 

 

 

Table 8.14 Difference between response with and without PCB, 10 MV 

Diodes 

lowest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

highest response 
normalized to the 
response at 0° (%) 

difference in 
percentage 

Cubic diodes 99,32 101,19 1,88 

Cubic diodes, PCB 89,56 100,25 10,69 

Reference diodes 95,09 101,17 6,08 

Reference diodes, PCB 85,65 100,40 14,75 
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9 DISCUSSION  
This section begins with a discussion of possible sources of errors which is followed by a 

discussion of the results. After this, limitations of the thesis will be discussed and the section 

will end with a description of further work that is needed. 

9.1 SOURCES OF ERROR 
There are several sources of error to take into consideration in these measurements and they 

are discussed in this section. 

9.1.1 POSITIONING OF PHANTOM 
There can be several systematic errors in the measurements. The main source of error is 

probably when the phantom is not positioned correctly with the diodes at isocenter. To position 

the phantom as accurate as possible, lasers, automatic SSD measuring systems and field light of 

the linac were used. There could be some errors in these systems, especially for the lasers, 

however these errors are considered negligible. The distance was measured manually once 

with a measuring system and compared to the automatic SSD measuring system and there was 

1 mm difference from the automatic one. As long as the chosen SSD measuring system measures 

the same distance all around the phantom, it should be placed at the right position. It was 

verified that the diameter of the phantom was 22 cm all around it. If the phantom is placed  

±1 mm wrong, the difference in intensity for 1mm offset according to the inverse square law; 

𝐼𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑡𝑦 ∝
1

𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒2
  

would be approximately 0,20 % when the source axis distance is 100 cm. If there is an offset in 

phantom position, it is still the same for both cubic and standard diodes though and they can 

still be compared to each other. It should also be mentioned that if the phantom is placed  

+1 mm wrong on one side, it will be placed -1 mm on the other side. 

9.1.2 AIR GAPS 
There are also some air gaps close to the diodes because of the PMMA slice that are positioned 

on top of the flex panel.  Holes were made for the diodes and they were not adjusted for each 

diode, instead each hole had a diameter of 0,8 cm. The cubic diode has a side of 0,41 mm, then 

there are glob top on top of it and the remaining air gap is probably less than 1 mm. This means 

that the photon beam has less PMMA to transverse at these directions. With the help of the 

percentage depth dose curve (Figure 3.1) it can be estimated how much an air gap of 1 mm will 

affect the dose. When looking at the gradient at 100 mm for 6 MV photon beams the difference 

in dose is estimated to be ±0,18 % for ±1 mm for the beam to traverse.  It should also be taken 

in to account that when an air gap is present, the dose after the air gap could be increased or 

decreased from what it would have been without the air gap. This is because CPE does not exist 

anymore, there is an increased transmission of radiation and there is a decrease in photon 

scatter. Butson et al. (2000) (30) evaluated the effect of having unwanted air gaps under bolus 

in RT. Their result showed that for air gaps smaller than 10 mm there will be a minimal 

variation in dose. This indicates that the air gaps that are present in this phantom should not 

influence the result. It is difficult to isolate the diode completely; there will almost always be 

some air gaps in between.   
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9.1.3 POSITION OF DIODES 
The diodes were placed manually and they are supposed to be placed in the middle of the flex 

panel. Because it was done manually there might be an offset, probably less than 1 mm. This 

will thus have the same effect as the positioning of the phantom in section 9.1.1; 0,20 % 

difference in intensity with an offset of 1 mm. 

9.1.4 LINEAR ACCELERATORS      
In this thesis two different accelerators were used. They are of the same model and should thus 

be identical. To confirm that this would not influence the result, each measurement was 

normalized to a signal at the same measurement occasion. As mentioned before, the lasers, SSD 

measuring system and field light could also be sources of error. To minimize the risk of these 

errors, it was made sure that the SSD all around the phantom was the same and it was verified 

that the diameter was 22 cm around the whole phantom. In AAPM TG 142 (31) it is stated that 

during rotation of the gantry, the linac output should not change by more than 1 %. This is used 

as a limit but normally the difference is probably less than 1 %. 

9.1.5 ELECTROMETERS OF DELTA4 PT 
There are some uncertainty in the electronics of the phantom too, which can be seen in the 

reproducibility test. The electrometers of the phantom were changed after the first 

measurement. This should not affect the result as the response is normalized to responses in 

the same measurement. 

9.1.6 TOTAL ERROR 
As can be seen there are several errors that are independent of each other. Therefore it is 

possible to estimate a total error of those (σtot). This is performed by using the Pythagorean 

Theorem. One of the errors included is the result from the reproducibility test (σrep). The mean 

value of all the standard deviations for all the cubic diodes is used. This value is including the 

error of the electrometers and the error of linac output since these are affecting the 

reproducibility. The other errors are positioning of phantom (σpp), positioning of diodes on flex 

panels (σpd) and possible air gaps (σag). Then; 

σ𝑡𝑜𝑡 = √σ𝑟𝑒𝑝
2 + σ𝑝𝑝

2 + σ𝑝𝑑
2 + σ𝑎𝑔

2 = √0,1062 + 0,22 + 0,22 + 0,182 = 0,35 

 The error for the cubic diodes will thus be approximately ±0,35%. 

9.2 DISCUSSION OF THE RESULTS 

9.2.1 REPRODUCIBILITY 
It can be seen in Table 8.1 and Table 8.2 that the reference diodes have worse reproducibility 
than the cubic diodes. This is certainly due to the pre-irradiation of the reference diodes which 
gives them lower sensitivity. The cubic diodes were not pre-irradiated and therefore they 
generate a much higher signal than the reference diodes. To be able to see the signal of the cubic 
diodes and avoid to clip it, no gain could be used. This in turn caused the noise to be more 
prominent for the reference diodes with lower sensitivity. This is why the signal varies so much 
for the reference diodes and the reproducibility and stability is worse than for the cubic diodes.  
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The standard deviation in percent of the mean value for the cubic diodes is between 0,01- 

0,24 %  with a mean value of 0,106 % which is very good. ScandiDos have a limit of 0,3 % 

standard deviation of the mean value, diodes with a reproducibility lower than this value are 

accepted to be used in the phantom. For the reference diodes the result is between 0,26- 

1,17 %. The result of the reference diodes was predicted to be better than that, but due to the 

pre-irradiation mentioned above, the result of the reference diodes are not as accurate as for 

the cubic diodes. 

9.2.2 STABILITY 
There were no obvious sensitivity drop during the measurements according to the results.  The 

response fluctuates both up and down after a few irradiations. The reference diodes had a much 

larger variation in signal than the cubic diodes. This is due to the pre-irradiation of the reference 

diodes which lower the sensitivity as explained in section 9.2.1. The standard deviation in 

percent of the mean value for the cubic diodes varies between 0,08-0,54 % when irradiated by 

6 MV and between 0,04-0,59 % when irradiated by 10 MV which is an accurate result. For the 

reference diodes the result varies between 0,22-0,7 % when irradiated by 6 MV and between 

0,12-1,14 % when irradiated by 10 MV. 

Theoretically, the mean value of the response of signal 3 normalized to signal 1 for all the cubic 

diodes could be used as an indication of how much the sensitivity drops for the diodes during 

an angular measurements of 180°. This mean value was 99,82 % for 6 MV and 99,96 % for  

10 MV. This could then be used as a correction for the curves in the angular dependence graphs. 

Because the response fluctuates both up and down during the measurements there is a too large 

uncertainty in those values to be used as correction for the curves. The variation can be due to 

different sources of error. The output may vary when the linac is running for a longer time. This 

can explain why the signal varies more than it did in the reproducibility test. There is also an 

uncertainty in the angle of the gantry in this test, the gantry might not be at the exact same 

position of all the measurements. However this would probably not affect the result.  

9.2.3 PULSE REPETITION FREQUENCY DEPENDENCE 
The PRF dependence varies for the cubic diodes. The PRF dependence for cubic diode 5-16 are 

shown to be very good while there is a larger dependence for cubic diodes 1-4. These four 

diodes have a PRF dependence that is abnormally high. According to Norlin et al. (2014) (3) the 

PRF dependence should be lower than 1 %. The explanation for the larger dependence for cube 

1-4 could be that something went wrong in the measurement. These four diodes were 

measured at one occasion while the others were measured at other occasions. The PRF 

dependence test was performed first of all the measurements and if the linac had been turned 

off for a longer period of time it might take some time for it to warm up. The Delta4 PT phantom 

also needs to warm up before it can give accurate results.  

The percentage difference of the two signals for the cubic diodes are between 0,01-2,27 % with 

a mean value of 0,38 %. The result for the two reference diodes tested was 1,02 % and 1,05 %.  

The PRF test was performed separately for the reference diodes at flex panel 2 with a higher 
gain due to the pre-irradiation. For flex panel 1 no gain was used for the reference diodes and 
hence the result was not accurate enough and therefore not part of the result.    
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9.2.4 ANGULAR DEPENDENCE 
It could clearly be seen that as expected, the cubic diodes had a better angular dependence than 

the diodes used in Delta4 PT.  

In section 8.4.1 it can be seen that the cubic diodes varies a bit in their response but they are 

systematic. The variation can be due to different sources of errors explained more in detail in 

section 9.1, such as positioning of the phantom and diodes, air gaps, linac output or uncertainty 

in the electrometers. 

One observation from the result of how the cubic diodes varies relative to each other is that the 

distance from the center of the field seems to affect the response. The curve of the diode closest 

to the center is also in the center of the curves. Diodes placed in one direction away from this 

diode deviate to a lower response while diodes placed in the other direction from that diode 
deviate to a higher response. Because the response is normalized to the response at 0°, this 

deviation can depend on the response at 0° and how it is related to the rest of the responses. 

However, since there is a pattern in how the diodes are placed relative to each other and how 

the curves deviate from each other, there could be a correlation between the response and 

distance from center of field. If this is due to the linac output or something else is not certain. 

It can also be seen that there are more peaks in the angular dependence test for the reference 

diodes and this is probably due to amplified noise. However the graphs are systematic and the 

angular dependence of the cubic diodes can be compared to the reference diodes. 

The difference in orientation is shown to not affect the cubic diodes significantly which was 

expected due to the symmetric design. They are all following the same pattern as the diodes on 

flex panel 1 with orientation 1. There is a larger uncertainty for some of the orientations due to 

less diodes in that specific orientation. It can for example be seen in Figure 8.5 that orientation 

3 has a lower response at negative angles. There were only 2 diodes in this orientation and they 

were positioned in the outer part of the field which, as discussed above, will make them deviate 
more from the response at 0°.  

As mentioned in section 3.5, the PCB will also affect the angular dependence. It was shown in 

section 8.4.3 that the PCB has a significant effect on the angular dependence of the cubic diodes. 

The difference in percentage of the response of the cubic diodes was 2,5 % without PCB and 

increased to 11,28 % when the PCB was added.  

There are some sources of error that could affect the result in the angular dependence 

measurement. The linac output is allowed to change up to 1 % during rotation as mentioned in 

section 9.1.4. Other errors could be positioning of the phantom and diodes, air gaps and 

electrometers, all of them are described more in section 9.1. These errors could be the reason 

why the result varies a bit between the negative angles and the positive angles. This can also be 

due to that the aluminum wires were bonded on the side with negative angles and could have 

an effect on the result. As mentioned in section 9.1.6 the total error is approximately ±0,35 %. 

However it can clearly be seen that the cubic diodes have a much lower angular dependence.  

The result for 10 MV is better than for 6 MV. This is probably due to that with lower energies, 
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the spectra will contain a greater portion of low energy photons and because of the higher 

photoelectric cross section the diodes are more sensitive to these photons. 

9.3 LIMITATIONS OF THE THESIS 
It could be desirable to evaluate more diodes to get even better statistics. However it is clear 

from the results that the cubic diode has a much lower angular dependence.  

Each angle was only evaluated once in this thesis. It could have been advisable to detect random 

variations in the result that might lead to a wrong conclusion. Nevertheless the angular 

dependence was tested for several diodes and the result was systematic and hence it is reliable.     

9.4 FUTURE WORK 
Further evaluation is required. There are still some parameters needed to be evaluated, for 

example temperature dependence, energy dependence and dose per pulse dependence. Pre-

irradiation of the diodes should also be evaluated with different levels of pre-irradiations to see 

how the sensitivity varies with accumulated dose. Other parameters like temperature 

dependence, dose dependence and energy dependence should also be tested for different levels 

of pre-irradiation.  

There is still some angular dependence for the cubic diode which could be corrected for by 

correction factors. It is difficult to get a totally isotropic detector but materials with high atomic 

number should definitely try to be minimized. The mounting of the diode on the PCB will cause 

some angular dependence as could be seen in the results. Evaluation of different methods to 

bond the diodes and different materials of the PCB should be performed. Evaluation of a flip-

chip process to bond the diodes with electrically conductive glue has already begun (3). 

According to Norlin et al. (2014) (3) the small dimension of the cubic diodes makes it more 

difficult to handle them in large quantities after dicing and this should also be evaluated.  

The diodes should also be tested with radiation from the Gamma Knife since the energy in this 

application is lower than the ones tested in this thesis. There should also be evaluation of 

irradiation with smaller radiation fields in the future. The reason for this is that in SRS smaller 

fields are used. The problem with smaller fields is that CPE does not exist and cavity theory is 

not satisfied because the range of secondary electrons is larger than the field size. This means 

that a detector can perturb the measurement and the probability of errors will increase. 
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10 CONCLUSIONS  
The aim of the thesis was to evaluate the angular dependence of a novel cubic diode. The thesis 

was a feasibility study for detector diodes with decreased angular dependence, suitable for 

applications like SRS. In addition to angular dependence other parameters have been 

investigated; reproducibility, stability, PRF dependence and the impact of PCB on angular 

dependence. This thesis has gathered more statistics and also evaluated results around more 

angles and axes. The conclusions of this thesis are presented below. 

 Angular dependence for the cubic diode is much lower than for the conventional diode 

used today due to its more symmetric construction.  The percentage difference for 

360° irradiation of the best cubic diode was 1,98 % compared to 6,13 % for the best 

reference diode. The investigation shows that angular dependence can be reduced by 

up to 9,3 % with a cubic diode. 

 

 There is no significant difference between irradiation around different axes and thus a 

nearly isotropic response for the cubic diode. 

 

 PCB affects the angular dependence of all diodes due to materials with higher atomic 

number. For irradiation with a 6 MV beam, the mean value of the percentage difference 

in angular dependence for the cubic diodes that are isolated from the PCB is 2,50 % 

while it is 11,28 % whit the PCB. This indicates that the PCB has a large impact on the 

angular dependence. 

 

 The reproducibility of the cubic diodes is shown to be good and is within reasonable 

limits for the diodes to be used in phantom dosimetry. The worst cubic diode had  

0,24 % standard deviation of the mean value. 

 

 The stability of the diodes are also shown to be good. The worst diode had 0,54 % 

standard deviation of the mean value. The mean value for all the cubic diodes were  

0,21 % standard deviation of the mean value.  

 

  The PRF dependence was good for most diodes. The best diode had a PRF dependence 

of 0,01 %. Four diodes showed a worse PRF but this is most likely due to errors in the 

measurement setup. 

Further evaluation is needed but it is clear that the cubic diode can almost certainly be used in 

new phantom dosimetry systems with decreased angular dependence in the future.  
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Appendix A 

The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 1, 6MV positive angles 

Gantry angle -90 -80 -75 -70 -65 -55 -50 -45 -30 -20 -15 -10 -5 -2 -1 

Diode angle 0 10 15 20 25 35 40 45 60 70 75 80 85 88 89 

cube 1 8383094,4   8416124,7   8445255,3 8419654,7   8457724,2 8462414,6 8473665,2   8498761,7 8514835 8560452,1 8535005,3 

cube 2 8557210,1   8640176,4   8630449,3 8606961,7   8644072,5 8671355,3 8667447,4   8744787,3 8693370,1 8775890,3 8728952,4 

reference 1 967416,59   987827,7   973808,22 950361,78   986764,82 962659,95 950255,88   971675,89 934293,12 959407,36 914912,67 

cube 3 8749404,8   8792021   8792831,9 8771307,3   8815719,9 8812291,2 8832527,3   8880278,5 8881502,8 8914126,5 8892073 

cube 4 8610919,3   8671428,3   8643097,4 8659804,9   8704297 8690764,6 8697432   8750881,6 8764406 8758912,4 8760163,8 

reference 2 942092,95   952889,01   943889,31 931135,03   947491,75 926696,65 923193,64   924307,7 904453,3 914775,43 901322,5 

cube 5 8743056,7 8803622,5   8772723,9     8781254,3   8784025,6   8820576,6   8886849,6 8863191,2 8970403,8 

reference 3 976818,94 986103,62   980314,97     976882,75   963997,2   954277,57   949422,9 935929,99 958610,53 

cube 6 8732119,2 8762533,3   8744056,6     8754299,4   8769825,6   8796579,5   8878629,9 8879964 8967114 

cube 7 8428397,5 8446352,6   8425247,1     8440670,5   8440216,7   8434547   8510336,3 8554472,1 8606306,4 

Gantry angle 0 1 2 5 10 25 35 40 50 55 65 75 80 90  

Diode angle 90 91 92 95 100 115 125 130 140 145 155 165 170 180  

cube 1 8595753,1   8545246,8 8479163,4 8463011,1 8421828,2   8386846,9   8410848,8   8390730,1   8381845,3  

cube 2 8844436,6   8791445,7 8708006,2 8690548,7 8611464,9   8596994,7   8641415,6   8570001,1   8561744,4  

reference 1 978179,42   941396,38 925899,4 936194,24 887980,44   908606,4   952333,57   903150,67   911140,47  

cube 3 8967460,3   8897977,3 8824084,7 8823762,6 8756956,4   8767117,4   8800865,3   8770152,2   8758152,8  

cube 4 8812291,9   8796010 8713587,2 8677228,5 8640673,9   8649540,2   8682897,7   8624655,3   8614321,9  

reference 2 929873,43   911187,6 892822,22 894055,51 869480,1   878783,82   905392,07   879146,01   881702,97  

cube 5 8906918 8876510,2 8859859,3 8845117,6 8756671,2 8752457,4 8751709,7   8708514,2   8701371,1   8732188,9 8676843,2  

reference 3 946417,44 937156,99 929641,31 927354,97 914604,6 915465,67 915152,47   922746,05   922891,41   930410,44 917741,04  

cube 6 8924418,7 8888819,2 8836079 8779173,2 8726114,7 8721732,3 8711438,2   8714587,2   8715955   8743201,5 8700962,8  

cube 7 8569484,6 8522341,7 8490746,7 8407478,5 8384922,5 8375765,2 8362275,6   8406146   8396474,4   8385615,2 8414419,2  

 



 
 

The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 1, 6MV negative angles 

Gantry angle 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 5 2 1 

Diode angle 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -85 -88 -89 

cube 1 8407063   8425725,7   8392368,3   8473249,5           

cube 2 8612801,5   8673380   8571608   8639387           

reference 1 984385,93   1024013,3   957591,43   954450,36           

cube 3 8775667   8853653,2   8788330,4   8826679,3           

cube 4 8646861,9   8731561,9   8657496,3   8695180,6           

reference 2 951463,2   975976,28   937525,31   926856,12           

cube 5 8648854 8682946 8677848 8669400 8669400 8662714 8671789 8655046 8646253 8640198 8770974 8835747 

reference 3 1016449 1014577 1013187 1006950 1006950 994700 989942 971979 950246 947561 953085 963542 

cube 6 8613843 8609754 8603209 8600852 8600852 8613735 8586872 8560165 8561345 8566204 8624548 8699265 

cube 7 8240622 8215198 8207574 8202972 8202972 8205002 8172326 8133408 8136063 8146085 8191085 8254000 

Gantry angle 0 -1 -5 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 

Diode angle -90 -91 -95 -100 -110 -120 -130 -140 -150 -160 -170 -180 

cube 1 8552314,7         8387105,1   8371791,7       8400281 

cube 2 8699949,2         8557951,2   8563874       8561084,7 

reference 1 914796,11         905112,83   920618,05       921856,8 

cube 3 8898244         8761642,3   8771091,2       8739090 

cube 4 8755923,5         8630827,2   8646055       8595637,4 

reference 2 890646,01         879513,32   890596,92       885671,75 

cube 5 8760350 8777316 8713609 8665326 8656832 8633126 8642807 8636939 8612129 8623630 8656047 8613629 

reference 3 953902 963237 949228 938741 937570 939582 941441 947753 943054 950012 952488 946209 

cube 6 8636067 8684829 8592383 8576183 8539301 8549630 8542961 8570953 8532505 8567184 8594599 8542114 

cube 7 8189033 8215799 8168318 8163106 8119679 8111003 8115642 8140554 8144219 8172922 8147526 8164747 

 

 



 
 

 

The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 1, 10MV positive angles 

Gantry angle -90 -80 -75 -70 -65 -55 -50 -45 -30 -20 -15 -10 -5 -2 -1 

Diode angle 0 10 15 20 25 35 40 45 60 70 75 80 85 88 89 

cube 1 8584939   8659201,6   8651590,5 8640329,9   8635431,5 8645565,4 8640061,5   8674717,6 8675681,5 8698563 8708668 

cube 2 8688873,3   8773985,9   8744212,2 8724663,3   8729948,5 8766315,6 8738592   8778322,9 8790822,4 8811182,6 8752779 

reference 1 1002727,5   1021635,5   1017132,6 998091,51   985211,66 1010499,2 983346,19   983852,47 970431,37 973755,35 965651,03 

cube 3 8790966,3   8830776,3   8845723,5 8868341,4   8828281,8 8870574,2 8867573,8   8885554,8 8894855,6 8890977,6 8921118,5 

cube 4 8768969,1   8799164,2   8806667,2 8827890,3   8784564,5 8832285,6 8823991,7   8872960,7 8876957,9 8877012,5 8913503,8 

reference 2 978233,64   984959,35   989273,68 978284,81   964642,44 977490,55 960738,12   958408,01 946224,67 944233,7 946484,32 

cube 5 8894791,9 8900464   8902516,2     8941347,9   8917140,3   8939168,3   9019383,8 9003238,9 9055743,3 

reference 3 981474,34 976248,23   971042,66     977905,13   963843,43   958427,09   961277,28 950259,51 955913,05 

cube 6 8798424,2 8816509,1   8791995,7     8820747,5   8822749,6   8845985,7   8943179,5 8937446,7 8991195,4 

cube 7 8563814,8 8542901,3   8572803,5     8574226,3   8545996,6   8552932,3   8632437,7 8687182,6 8719857 

Gantry angle 0 1 2 5 10 25 35 40 50 55 65 75 80 90  

Diode angle 90 91 92 95 100 115 125 130 140 145 155 165 170 180  

cube 1 8714114   8698345,1 8666367,4 8608390,7 8589344,9   8605288,3   8583446,7   8593281,1   8575309,2  

cube 2 8841776,5   8813988,1 8743874,4 8732990,6 8703622   8704145,3   8661494,8   8710632,7   8610478,4  

reference 1 987465,16   971029,62 986570,32 951096,27 953864,52   959977,47   951424,67   969537,15   954410,26  

cube 3 8948646,1   8915251,8 8901629,7 8851218,1 8829194,1   8826035,8   8825641,3   8825316,7   8798755,6  

cube 4 8944186   8893732,7 8868115 8848902,1 8805180,6   8790315,2   8794319,6   8782322,8   8760599,3  

reference 2 957352,64   943257,88 949065,35 934543,37 928055,7   936035,6   936726,61   940263,5   935508,55  

cube 5 9039608 9021898 9008645,8 8944436 8917862 8847538,8 8839904,6   8835769,2   8864799,7   8844691,6 8834174,1  

reference 3 955239,42 949405,19 948136,87 940075,15 928015,47 923382,95 921953,62   929483,15   938599,82   933812,1 930386,48  

cube 6 8985282,9 8893940,1 8905017,3 8829237,8 8807453,5 8770540,7 8772811,5   8786855   8808071,9   8771844,7 8778992,2  

cube 7 8670729,2 8597783,3 8615806,6 8564346,9 8545747,4 8509749,8 8503572,1   8515798,2   8529642,1   8510644,8 8512906,4  

 



 
 

The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 1, 10MV negative angles 

Gantry angle 90 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 5 2 1 

Diode angle 0 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -85 -88 -89 

cube 1 8594254,4   8580768   8645365,5   8608423,1           

cube 2 8732490,2   8721870   8776000,1   8723534           

reference 1 1021478,5   1019995,9   1062702,2   989052,45           

cube 3 8863744,2   8840374,2   8905336,1   8877394,2           

cube 4 8820733,1   8822908,7   8912838,7   8835786,5           

reference 2 994236,2   987242,22   1015936,8   968643,51           

cube 5 8622144 8631304 8644369 8661186 8672475 8660808 8669542 8642528 8703471 8734644 8744039 8835776 

reference 3 969309 967143 969908 964564 964931 957328 948593 943289 940484 937861 928123 939022 

cube 6 8613873 8613411 8608898 8616928 8619261 8588909 8593587 8600008 8616254 8626607 8658471 8706805 

cube 7 8380008 8367195 8375525 8330261 8336346 8303886 8302371 8285553 8283162 8292508 8325492 8392183 

Gantry angle 0 -1 -5 -10 -20 -30 -40 -50 -60 -70 -80 -90 

Diode angle -90 -91 -95 -100 -110 -120 -130 -140 -150 -160 -170 -180 

cube 1 8708910,7         8561831,1   8553643,1       8565212,5 

cube 2 8831936,4         8658778,8   8674918,4       8661009,4 

reference 1 987197,54         961126,1   946707,07       960959,64 

cube 3 8944651,1         8803449,5   8796784       8789424,8 

cube 4 8896801,6         8783588,9   8756884,3       8751096,1 

reference 2 953017,54         931348,1   923456,33       938606,61 

cube 5 8759978 8769895 8709912 8668294 8672334 8631496 8677843 8660125 8675646 8692612 8664092 8662188 

reference 3 932641 929938 930259 919939 920932 916768 929718 923190 925699 926440 933368 928038 

cube 6 8663169 8654163 8631223 8613499 8581981 8562276 8590214 8580449 8583854 8569668 8610973 8584133 

cube 7 8325564 8333584 8294000 8296288 8273863 8284313 8279849 8293118 8285201 8285733 8329458 8312413 

 

 



 
 

Appendix B 
The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 2, 6MV positive angles 

Gantry angle -90 -80 -70 -50 -30 -10 -5 -2 -1 0 

Diode angle 0 10 20 40 60 80 85 88 89 90 

cube 8 8298057 8422990 8327100 8417869 8493715 8448529 8400230 8507792 8418419 8421100 

cube 9 8521402 8621502 8559892 8624270 8650631 8639924 8664479 8699064 8674980 8663110 

cube 10 8621172 8761239 8706206 8710849 8706214 8696290 8741434 8794117 8769568 8723721 

reference 4 979452 984323 994818 972298 956551 934792 949097 935971 938857 933465 

cube 11 8677480 8762675 8731497 8764047 8740095 8760445 8789911 8841342 8842799 8819882 

cube 12 8160782 8251722 8202809 8235394 8208243 8180601 8202464 8283452 8244452 8198080 

reference 5 967523 964245 962311 966107 954847 929964 937013 936566 929414 934776 

cube 13 8518427 8530014 8529681 8534069 8534422 8526781 8577508 8631179 8663547 8649408 

cube 14 8635512 8630311 8639199 8632530 8632154 8630242 8675304 8736616 8773110 8725158 

cube 15 8563611 8538508 8516930 8520612 8524522 8532921 8584255 8651384 8701840 8638629 

cube 16 8458563 8442467 8427295 8389228 8406812 8434397 8453286 8533059 8589099 8534584 

Gantry angle 1 2 5 10 25 40 55 75 90  

Diode angle 91 92 95 100 115 130 145 165 180  

cube 8 8487611 8487910 8417869 8489649 8305140 8327668 8300315 8314526 8341555  

cube 9 8739300 8730381 8691226 8657049 8571601 8560253 8520101 8542757 8552563  

cube 10 8813497 8822726 8758493 8722006 8661034 8666161 8624129 8652204 8682547  

reference 4 952615 944932 929861 914672 928768 920490 901502 916398 931688  

cube 11 8882081 8864077 8783421 8760931 8689481 8672059 8659199 8665376 8697660  

cube 12 8253096 8236555 8174060 8172659 8068078 8076536 8082445 8135571 8173512  

reference 5 930098 914473 909574 906890 900348 900348 916278 909188 908289  

cube 13 8639777 8632237 8555207 8510561 8478731 8478731 8471757 8432154 8452151  

cube 14 8748303 8733883 8675167 8625658 8563245 8563245 8563780 8554356 8548065  

cube 15 8665070 8635950 8569267 8517172 8454467 8454467 8499231 8465279 8472510  

cube 16 8561754 8529733 8452216 8367533 8335847 8335847 8384262 8367814 8398673  



 
 

The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 2, 6MV negative angles 

Gantry angle 90 80 70 50 30 10 5 2 1 

Diode angle 0 -10 -20 -40 -60 -80 -85 -88 -89 

cube 8 8388367 8303308 8411172 8489665 8347005 8408269 8494110 8481385 8480497 

cube 9 8593570 8543670 8569151 8644308 8556313 8594891 8675468 8689516 8724539 

cube 10 8761603 8670217 8637074 8796300 8655697 8698091 8736656 8794214 8813127 

reference 4 1001439 987598 953319 969371 953622 934607 932839 951547 946148 

cube 11 8800203 8705182 8709026 8728936 8679660 8716428 8752439 8769574 8826831 

cube 12 8309431 8161435 8215710 8243078 8121527 8165205 8217473 8218543 8229220 

reference 5 981581 951082 970179 965382 940596 936138 935525 929672 926350 

cube 13 8522486 8515728 8532046 8540917 8508613 8555293 8602678 8631991 8650594 

cube 14 8636024 8617684 8645257 8643325 8635695 8657811 8706042 8715860 8757095 

cube 15 8547555 8538949 8567692 8580078 8558082 8603848 8637763 8687790 8723551 

cube 16 8476324 8452514 8485198 8485188 8497741 8522054 8563745 8639075 8670637 

Gantry 0 -1 -2 -5 -10 -25 -40 -55 -90 

Vinkel diod -90 -91 -92 -95 -100 -115 -130 -145 -180 

cube 8 8492681 8569718 8530621 8449644 8353963 8423023 8413380 8276759 8390413 

cube 9 8694240 8781790 8742302 8661948 8568316 8563440 8550951 8501342 8607895 

cube 10 8770366 8840730 8817528 8763168 8700880 8691887 8658792 8624970 8711818 

reference 4 943863 939027 947972 939502 923395 904823 907057 925839 947099 

cube 11 8824921 8812977 8819837 8735915 8661655 8641796 8651966 8638574 8720333 

cube 12 8256002 8288066 8281538 8149793 8105847 8103660 8089566 8057921 8213003 

reference 5 926598 912631 911341 915068 905212 903436 904205 899599 962460 

cube 13 8634813 8622280 8614965 8543014 8487885 8476534 8461495 8443704 8574116 

cube 14 8740146 8724729 8714078 8636569 8580813 8551759 8556298 8557157 8652214 

cube 15 8707512 8697300 8672508 8595445 8536529 8498340 8509487 8497495 8607596 

cube 16 8636978 8600197 8595276 8547061 8447386 8437111 8451937 8411813 8606405 

 



 
 

The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 2, 10MV positive angles 

Gantry angle -90 -80 -70 -50 -30 -10 -5 -2 -1 0 

Diode angle 0 10 20 40 60 80 85 88 89 90 

cube 8 8561420 8607939 8636911 8661939 8600018 8720062 8686923 8541163 8726619 8515166 

cube 9 8755446 8784820 8802724 8831690 8776667 8926511 8860940 8801456 8934858 8774868 

cube 10 8696133 8725568 8744157 8749190 8709321 8878435 8790074 8768341 8894801 8714061 

reference 4 1027711 1029827 1036989 1024885 1016373 1024886 992237 1004488 1014757 986717 

cube 11 8861831 8920337 8926408 8962958 8949816 9013658 8962605 8984902 9067254 8976821 

cube 12 8465693 8499342 8502715 8505829 8467213 8562450 8503623 8450147 8611368 8401429 

reference 5 996006 1003714 1010384 1003483 988951 980095 969634 982197 983338 975913 

cube 13 8606619 8625584 8660303 8646492 8608172 8650079 8660262 8737708 8775925 8736511 

cube 14 8671059 8694062 8722701 8689627 8696915 8709453 8732726 8786707 8817031 8776611 

cube 15 8623732 8645153 8655220 8658336 8625846 8673364 8679388 8768095 8791413 8746076 

cube 16 8610182 8625886 8641242 8629382 8607091 8630292 8630149 8743401 8752042 8702538 

Gantry angle 1 2 5 10 25 40 55 75 90  

Diode angle 91 92 95 100 115 130 145 165 180  

cube 8 8717469 8708608 8745505 8574574 8620640 8593108 8575989 8506730 8503209  

cube 9 8902269 8891336 8933671 8823159 8802522 8794335 8765020 8674482 8675525  

cube 10 8836040 8830226 8876187 8736983 8745678 8699689 8711402 8626764 8657435  

reference 4 996405 994238 999555 990951 986029 983490 997704 976940 980745  

cube 11 9033553 9019883 9035541 8956157 8902357 8881562 8908699 8858633 8862612  

cube 12 8551114 8503709 8526234 8428224 8403833 8413957 8453413 8400368 8403762  

reference 5 970485 973581 977986 963294 959661 957975 963504 960060 961757  

cube 13 8718319 8714459 8676651 8622093 8610094 8572511 8573000 8550545 8538999  

cube 14 8787955 8780459 8733217 8669540 8635766 8604659 8629961 8632968 8622268  

cube 15 8773185 8728829 8674458 8639161 8600122 8565699 8602335 8604644 8611053  

cube 16 8735629 8705940 8660521 8598485 8560573 8527632 8584133 8588683 8595897  

 



 
 

The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 2, 10MV negative angles 

Gantry angle 90 80 70 50 30 10 5 2 1 

Diode angle 0 -10 -20 -40 -60 -80 -85 -88 -89 

cube 8 8596753 8626781 8534084 8629788 8586926 8649066 8593387 8725169 8714789 

cube 9 8766471 8796373 8734680 8786092 8770077 8813882 8792080 8899336 8897068 

cube 10 8760312 8768665 8688893 8708786 8716057 8776953 8760159 8884548 8828149 

reference 4 1027596 1043898 1032732 1027849 1010108 1005749 1009294 1008967 999306 

cube 11 8906547 8949749 8909617 8922118 8882729 8925409 8915751 8971572 9006407 

cube 12 8479013 8530006 8478139 8499340 8448093 8462813 8434595 8547328 8542940 

reference 5 1015306 1000972 1005463 994151 994711 975818 977689 972137 975305 

cube 13 8634339 8619891 8627548 8610563 8665296 8682244 8699936 8733909 8742339 

cube 14 8715096 8701792 8703568 8671418 8692578 8732441 8739991 8757304 8819476 

cube 15 8633520 8649314 8673561 8626450 8667091 8688304 8710322 8763881 8814304 

cube 16 8648213 8631147 8665626 8643060 8678888 8690561 8722484 8791548 8820598 

Gantry 0 -1 -2 -5 -10 -25 -40 -55 -90 

Vinkel diod -90 -91 -92 -95 -100 -115 -130 -145 -180 

cube 8 8709168 8715731 8691059 8678423 8593810 8596408 8585590 8616020 8533126 

cube 9 8873372 8882460 8876549 8859533 8769259 8783966 8731658 8768070 8730866 

cube 10 8825773 8832700 8810584 8822792 8709586 8731655 8677828 8736500 8669323 

reference 4 988347 1007647 998838 1004372 982062 990614 976460 998838 993945 

cube 11 8969001 8975091 8956752 8936882 8871975 8866476 8854337 8895255 8868042 

cube 12 8525488 8519686 8513242 8471485 8367679 8407370 8388720 8406773 8363399 

reference 5 981313 973377 973579 961560 960693 956440 968896 973898 962460 

cube 13 8750343 8717090 8735207 8668238 8635275 8594945 8599656 8622711 8574116 

cube 14 8793538 8773547 8766652 8702863 8673868 8605539 8628488 8646299 8652214 

cube 15 8775647 8773757 8749479 8697424 8638942 8614495 8612531 8607211 8607596 

cube 16 8788118 8764070 8789492 8691239 8665216 8632793 8638032 8607417 8606405 

 



 
 

Appendix C 
The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 2, 6MV with PCB 

Gantry angle -90 -70 -50 -30 -10 -5 0 5 10 25 40 55 90 

Diode angle 0 20 40 60 80 85 90 95 100 115 130 145 180 

cube 8 9071503,5 9177877,7 8389320,4 9291384 8997061 8859566,9 8797461,7 8389320,4 8321129,2 8126330,3 8085165,6 8220261,8 8319251,7 

cube 9 9283617,7 9333609,7 8571076 9387135,9 9123684,1 9018446,3 8959480,7 8571076 8487441,2 8244742,1 8228489,5 8349720 8400758,1 

cube 10 9302290,5 9291498,2 8570993,1 9342828 9128600,6 9015009,1 8919713,8 8570993,1 8493343,2 8241936,1 8269709,9 8358041,6 8441249,1 

reference 4 1060809,8 1068347,1 915684,13 1049955,8 992278,51 969036,69 961444,8 915684,13 910245,02 868540,15 884961,91 901596,89 901642,82 

cube 11 9365968 9401857,8 8681521,2 9383436,6 9110298,3 9069042 8985311,8 8681521,2 8531074,8 8349204,1 8397680,7 8548209,3 8615131 

cube 12 8837601,3 8796129,3 8134103,5 8842164,7 8574106 8482262,7 8432056,1 8134103,5 8002795,3 7849751,6 7863450,6 8014377,4 8132199,8 

reference 5 1071432,2 1059656,9   1042370,9 1044968,3 982358,53 943281,47 930310,09 887836,49 893363,01 886099,79 913177,3 904132,11 

cube 13 9122216 9120266,9   9073661,1 8921560,5 8874612,9 8729450,1 8551662,3 8324053 8250948,8 8191127,3 8295357 8340090,2 

cube 14 9292418,7 9282738,2   9225322,9 9040470,7 8991499,1 8849108,5 8735921,3 8506092,1 8384224,3 8360250 8451224 8493430,6 

cube 15 9185525,2 9168168,9   9141242,9 9054878,1 8929362,9 8768976,5 8662732,2 8405473,6 8345313,4 8266619,4 8327905,9 8362215,5 

cube 16 9039086 9003317,9   8982881,2 9008229,2 8760540,6 8641823,6 8560093,4 8278169,6 8220724,4 8057274,4 8102130,5 8215172,6 

Gantry angle 90 70 30 10 5 0 -40 -5 -10 -25 -55 -90  

Diode angle 0 -20 -60 -80 -85 -90 -130 -95 -100 -115 -145 -180  

cube 8 9071503,5 9051445,3 8951794,3 8808403,7 8725229 8734903 8064899,8 8549608,7 8319150,1 8261826,3 8190272,7 8229213,3  

cube 9 9283617,7 9231801,6 9135032,7 8997382,2 8857687,5 8885896,4 8166953,8 8682774,1 8436211,2 8357109,7 8276914 8364276  

cube 10 9302290,5 9298916,4 9224496,7 9039440 8902429,6 8871951 8218790,3 8728925,6 8509039 8360094,2 8364978,1 8442341,6  

reference 4 1060809,8 1063242 1035227,3 996717,85 956057,72 963210,73 870841,62 929986,77 907394,06 935355,45 887860,89 898950,9  

cube 11 9365968 9515355,7 9415510,3 9117446,5 9050054,8 8957167,3 8401502,9 8860083,2 8601766,8 8469074,2 8542153,5 8607377  

cube 12 8837601,3 9015141,2 8917409,9 8610725,5 8566098,2 8452505,9 7832299,5 8371641,3 8148735,3 7970314 8069420,5 8134426,6  

reference 5 1014614,2 1028623,8 989340,45 963477,83 938282,79 922979,85 861398,64 877738,58 871520,49 857795,34 871383,79 878153,24  

cube 13 9098607,6 9142611,6 9018775 8848621,1 8814880,1 8637322,3 8136476,8 8537260 8344530,7 8125669,5 8242011,1 8324628  

cube 14 9307440,4 9387580,7 9254353,4 9083176 8994156,7 8882248,2 8378880 8760381,2 8564059,8 8358465,7 8450503,5 8522462,4  

cube 15 9208264,3 9263651,8 9201133,7 9023396,4 8971079,5 8838898,6 8273066,5 8711846,3 8508828,2 8272945,8 8267816,5 8337578,1  

cube 16 9169184,7 9219088,6 9149829,3 9025462,3 8968951,3 8838870,7 8349728,4 8749934,5 8560741,9 8335009,2 8389606,7 8303981,3  



 
 

The response in the angular dependence measurements on flex panel 2, 10MV with PCB 

Gantry angle -90 -70 -30 -10 -5 0 5 10 25 40 55 90 

Diode angle 0 20 60 80 85 90 95 100 115 130 145 180 

cube 8 9358716,8 9478452,8 9232008,9 9065526,4 9166871,6 8968020,7 8640524,8 8504906 8393225,5 8431557,4 8572030,1 8644145,1 

cube 9 9501804,3 9540699 9410398,1 9232599,9 9269066,7 9059360,1 8795031,3 8638606,7 8527118,9 8559036,4 8673261,4 8722822 

cube 10 9314482,1 9356390,2 9172756,1 9008934,1 9082756,3 8895143,8 8622145,6 8477732,5 8381466,2 8411574 8518413,2 8570551,4 

reference 4 1092364,2 1102705,4 1080828,4 1034103,4 1035683,1 995477,3 971231,66 956621,97 951154,56 953831,92 977051,08 971440,57 

cube 11 9560563,1 9575139,6 9468315 9251234,5 9277816,8 9094063,8 8835998,5 8695749,6 8590367 8658255,6 8831814 8918896,8 

cube 12 9154626,5 9133753,2 8923594,1 8772946,1 8856734,1 8655581,6 8440437,7 8297722,2 8210684,8 8252977,1 8394555,5 8475629,2 

reference 5 1122481,4 1120868,9 1076045,4 1044968,3 1046790,6 1016983,4 970527,49 961623,98 945387,64 978411,26 982956,68 981342,68 

cube 13 9232556,8 9249532,5 9153098,8 8921560,5 8940882,3 8797379,3 8589005,5 8429811,6 8330129,6 8415165 8511621,4 8564104,5 

cube 14 9356761,4 9368155,7 9236443,3 9040470,7 9032132,6 8891957 8724038,7 8559869,1 8457079,4 8548316,2 8610853,3 8653635 

cube 15 9340682,3 9341380,8 9223316 9054878,1 9049145,5 8887719,7 8743992,2 8570798,8 8469041,5 8538069,7 8573615,5 8596088,4 

cube 16 9252680,5 9284091,1 9167913,8 9008229,2 8990550,4 8853505,8 8721732,3 8518025,9 8430619,4 8377395,6 8431126,6 8533643,1 

Gantry angle 90 70 30 10 5 0 -40 -5 -10 -25 -55 -90 

Diode angle 0 -20 -60 -80 -85 -90 -130 -95 -100 -115 -145 -180 

cube 8 9358716,8 9375587,2 9334228,4 9099456,9 8965447,4 8782670,4 8507808,7 8741303,3 8529751,8 8273786,9 8515987,4 8675458,4 

cube 9 9501804,3 9562814,9 9489390,7 9235808,7 9079216,8 8982013,1 8555332,3 8888721,4 8663008,1 8419672,3 8613298,6 8790868,9 

cube 10 9314482,1 9423763,2 9315266,8 9068952,9 8951602,2 8798716,8 8429330,9 8737025,6 8515757,1 8251214,4 8494430,5 8668356,1 

reference 4 1092364,2 1120728 1094218,3 1036411 1018997,4 1013876,7 954232,06 998028,44 966140,92 949753,64 958287,21 996029,44 

cube 11 9560563,1 9652177,7 9549324,3 9317152,1 9196022,6 9050057,2 8702357,8 8972382,2 8744334,7 8566568,9 8817845 8968433,2 

cube 12 9154626,5 9260031,9 9141156 8959305,8 8842586,2 8595848,3 8275442,4 8578456,7 8354540,8 8084007,3 8421954,7 8586691,5 

reference 5 1091208,5 1065763,8 1047043,9 1003262,8 1009761,8 980284,57 948324,89 971553,55 933658,22 932240,84 958473,37 972703,5 

cube 13 9310751,3 9233830,6 9193002,8 8936276,9 8946812,7 8761414,4 8404811,6 8704702,2 8443062 8324036,3 8511290,5 8624607,4 

cube 14 9460553,6 9401483,4 9343932,2 9112313,7 9107250,8 8935281,3 8587743,6 8856916,4 8629379,2 8504930,1 8686922,5 8778792,3 

cube 15 9288984,9 9256137,9 9240120,7 9040206,3 9043527,6 8875338,8 8439878,2 8807728,5 8558299,9 8411181,4 8469100,2 8561071,3 

cube 16 9292093,3 9292403,2 9306815 9111399,6 9101153,7 8952290 8556681,8 8870501,3 8665011,3 8517061,6 8619889,2 8575495 

 



 
 

Appendix D 

The response in the reproducibility measurements for flex panel 1 and 2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reproducibility, flex panel 1 

Response 1 2 3 

cube 1 22956178 22912830 22993598 

cube 2 22984649 23024620 23094286 

reference 1 2572784 2565343 2621236 

cube 3 23495042 23485631 23569568 

cube 4 23415064 23416751 23458155 

reference 2 2612370 2599069 2628930 

cube 5 23326963 23338981 23303658 

reference 3 2665716 2658795 2651949 

cube 6 23125748 23121218 23119471 

cube 7 22470093 22545370 22504576 

Reproducibility, flex panel 2 

Response 1 2 3 

cube 8 22981069 22995522 23045657 

cube 9 23127152 23124975 23130973 

cube 10 23175648 23211462 23201386 

reference 4 2663521 2649479 2619667 

cube 11 23705038 23696800 23668779 

cube 12 22837890 22825115 22833994 

reference 5 2608551 2621326 2610339 

cube 13 22932664 22968748 22967517 

cube 14 23206319 23226559 23203114 

cube 15 23094150 23084791 23065746 

cube 16 23042849 23084248 23116146 



 
 

Appendix E 

The response in the stability measurements for flex panel 1. 6MV and 10MV 

6MV 

Response 1 2 3 

cube 1 8383094 8375221 8422131 

cube 2 8557210 8496328 8597277 

reference 1 967416,6 955951,8 977942,8 

cube 3 8749405 8741532 8744979 

cube 4 8610919 8609974 8622677 

reference 2 942092,9 932927,5 946972 

cube 5 8743057 8700287 8757614 

reference 3 976818,9 974763,2 981665,1 

cube 6 8732119 8710154 8715653 

cube 7 -8428398 -8382743 -8375165 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10MV 

Response 1 2 3 

cube 1 8584939 8568955 8587691 

cube 2 8688873 8680030 8692959 

reference 1 1002728 1006167 1012672 

cube 3 8790966 8809066 8826926 

cube 4 8768969 8786804 8781842 

reference 2 978233,6 982375,9 981615,3 

cube 5 8894792 8858834 8872128 

reference 3 981474,3 981390 979434,3 

cube 6 8798424 8785702 8780093 

cube 7 -8563815 -8551290 -8545463 



 
 

The response in the stability measurements for flex panel 2. 6MV and 10MV 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10MV 

Response 1 2 3 

cube 8 8561420 8523249 8512915 

cube 9 8755446 8728313 8738741 

cube 10 8696133 8673673 8692712 

reference 4 1027711 1023574 1032980 

cube 11 8861831 8875501 8885281 

cube 12 8465693 8424472 8414375 

reference 5 996006 999336 994209 

cube 13 8606619 8598170 8616798 

cube 14 8671059 8682894 8669624 

cube 15 8623732 8628833 8632223 

cube 16 8610182 8610017 8603573 

6MV 

Response 1 2 3 

cube 8 8298057 8338953 8249642 

cube 9 8521402 8568354 8513513 

cube 10 8621172 8653571 8624777 

reference 4 979452 987933 979463 

cube 11 8677480 8713824 8681045 

cube 12 8160782 8177378 8141374 

reference 5 967523 975146 961684 

cube 13 8518427 8532438 8475002 

cube 14 8635512 8651753 8608374 

cube 15 8563611 8542169 8503237 

cube 16 8458563 8448173 8419324 



 
 

Appendix F 

The response in the PRF measurements for flex panel 1 and 2 

 Flex 1 Response 25Hz Response 400Hz 

cube 1 93269141 91571098 

cube 2 94016253 91964083 

reference 1 11586368 10349662 

cube 3 96098393 93961303 

cube 4 95803299 93696990 

reference 2 11159796 10480540 

cube 5 23083942 23326963 

reference 3 2617226 2665716 

cube 6 23013690 23125748 

cube 7 22449428 22470093 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Flex 2 Response 25Hz Response 400Hz 

cube 8 87369770 88150697 

cube 9 90633121 90401991 

cube 10 91759428 92207493 

reference 4 86076406 82119570 

cube 11 94748515 94594777 

cube 12 90864670 91205108 

reference 5 82334314 80475701 

cube 13 92205336 92066165 

cube 14 92595828 92600816 

cube 15 90218712 90170488 

cube 16 88010767 87795507 


